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ABSTRACT

A framework for an empirical parameterization (EP) of heterogeneous nucleation of ice crystals by mul-

tiple species of aerosol material in clouds was proposed in a 2008 paper by the authors. The present paper

reports improvements to specification of a few of its empirical parameters. These include temperatures for

onset of freezing, baseline surface areas of aerosol observed in field campaigns over Colorado, and new

parameters for properties of black carbon, such as surface hydrophilicity and organic coatings. The EP’s third

group of ice nucleus (IN) aerosols is redefined as that of primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs), re-

placing insoluble organic aerosols. A fourth group of IN is introduced—namely, soluble organic aerosols.

The new EP predicts IN concentrations that agree well with aircraft data from selected traverses of shallow

wave clouds observed in five flights (1, 3, 4, 6, and 12) of the 2007 Ice in Clouds Experiment–Layer Clouds

(ICE-L). Selected traverses were confined to temperatures between about 2258 and 2298C in layer cloud

without homogeneously nucleated ice from aloft. Some of the wave clouds were affected by carbonaceous

aerosols from biomass burning and by dust from dry lakebeds and elsewhere. TheEP predicts a trend between

number concentrations of heterogeneously nucleated ice crystals and apparent black carbon among the five

wave clouds, observed by aircraft in ICE-L. It is predicted in terms of IN activity of black carbon.

The EP’s predictions are consistent with laboratory and field observations not used in its construction, for

black carbon, dust, primary biological aerosols, and soluble organics. The EP’s prediction of biological ice

nucleation is validated using coincident field observations of PBAP IN and PBAPs in Colorado.

1. Introduction

Indirect effects on climate from particulate air pollution

(‘‘aerosol pollution’’), by alteringwarm clouds, account for

most of the uncertainty about the net forcing of climate

change. A rare minority of such aerosol particles can nu-

cleate ice. Hence, there is a need to quantify cold-cloud

indirect effects too (Ramanathan et al. 2001). But first, the

linkage between aerosol conditions and ice numbersmust

be quantified reliably. In 2007, the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Forster et al. 2007)

claimed that knowledge of ice nucleation by aerosol

species was too scarce for any assessment of cold-cloud

indirect effects. Since then there has been a resurgence

of observations about ice nucleation (DeMott et al.

2011, hereafter D11).

A flexible framework—namely, an empirical param-

eterization (EP)—for treating heterogeneous ice nucle-

ation by chemical species of aerosol was proposed by

Phillips et al. (2008, hereafter Ph08). It was designed to

be versatile so as to assimilate new observations of ice

nucleus (IN) activity that would arise in the future liter-

ature. Since 2008, some laboratory data, such as those

suggesting approximate proportionality between the con-

centration of active IN and total surface area of IN aero-

sols (Welti et al. 2009; Niemand et al. 2012, hereafter N12),
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have qualitatively supported assumptions made in the

EP’s original construction. Compilation of recent labo-

ratory observations by Hoose and Möhler (2012) has

corroborated the suppression of ice nucleation by dust

at humidities below water saturation for warm subzero

temperatures, as assumed by Ph08.

Moreover, Vali (2008) observed random variations of

only about 0.28C in the freezing temperature of each

drop of soil suspension in successive cycles of cooling. It

corroborated observations by Shaw et al. (2005). This is

consistent with the validity of the ‘‘modified singular’’

approximation, assumed for IN measurements with the

field probe as the basis for the EP. This approximation

assumes that ice nucleation occurs almost instantaneously

when any IN particle’s characteristic temperature (or

humidity) is reached. The freezing probability per unit

time is assumed to increase very steeply from almost zero

to a high value with supercooling (Vali 2008). The mod-

ified singular approximation was seen to be valid for

Arizona Test Dust (ATD) by Marcolli et al. (2007), who

simulated the stochastic behavior of rare but very effi-

cient ‘‘active sites’’ for ice nucleation on the dust surface.

However, it seems less applicable to pure mineral com-

pounds. The relaxation time t of the active fraction of pure

kaolinite was seen to be constant over time according to

a simple exponential law (Murray et al. 2011, their Fig. 3).

The time scale depended on temperature and size, ranging

from about 1 min to 1 h (see also Welti et al. 2012).

Illite-rich dust is less pure and hence more represen-

tative for the atmosphere. It was seen to have an active

fraction increasing quickly initially but much more

slowly later during each isothermal experiment (Broadley

et al. 2012, their Figs. 7a and 12). Effectively there was

a dramatic lengthening of t over time during each exper-

iment, making the modified singular approximation more

applicable. Broadley et al. (2012) and Niedermeier et al.

(2011, their Fig. 7b) explained such behavior in terms of

widely varying efficiencies of multiple sites on each IN

particle due to lack of purity. For ATD at constant

temperature, the active fraction after 10 min was only

about twice that found after 10 s. It again involved a

growth of t during each experiment. For IN activity, a

factor of 2 is a small difference. Although some labora-

tory observations of mineral dust showed t ; 1 min

(Kulkarni and Dobbie 2010), those by Connolly et al.

(2009) and Niedermeier et al. (2011) were fitted ade-

quately by a model with the singular approximation.

Nevertheless, regarding the activity of particular aero-

sol species, the most recent laboratory observations have

changed perspectives in some ways. Certain types of

black carbon (e.g., hydrophobic soot) were seen to be

very poor at nucleating ice (Koehler et al. 2009, hereafter

K09; Crawford et al. 2011, hereafter C11). IN activity is

now seen to be scarce in carbonaceous plumes freshly

emitted from fossil-fuel combustion, which the original

version of the EP would have overpredicted with too

many insoluble organic and soot IN. Copious IN activity

was seen in some, but not all, samples of biomass-burning

particles from diverse plumes (Petters et al. 2009a).

Soluble organic IN have been estimated to be potentially

prolific in the upper troposphere (Murray et al. 2010,

hereafter Mu10)—an apparent group of IN that the

original version of the EP missed. This is not yet proven,

however. Recent studies of biological ice nucleation

have increased awareness of the fact that different spe-

cies of IN have different temperatures of onset of mea-

surable ice nucleation in the laboratory. This variability

was not treated by the original version of the EP. Such

onset temperatures have been measured more accu-

rately very recently (e.g., Connolly et al. 2009;D11; N12).

Hence, the original EP overpredicted IN concentra-

tions by at least an order of magnitude at temperatures

warmer than 2208C in the comparison by N12.

Consequently, in the present paper the EP is revised

so as to align it better with observations of IN activity,

including those made since 2008. The EP’s treatment of

deposition and condensation-/immersion-freezing modes

was formulated originally by Ph08 as

nIN,X 5

ð‘
log(0:1mm)

f12 exp[2mX(DX , Si,T)]g
dnX

dlogDX

dlogDX and (1)

mX 5HX(Si,T)j(T)

 
aXnIN,1,*
VX ,1,*

!
3

dVX

dnX
for T, 08C and 1, Si # Swi . (2)

Here, nIN,X(Si, T) is the number mixing ratio of IN

activated at a saturation ratio with respect to ice Si and

temperatureT in theXth species; Swi (T) is the value of Si
at water saturation; VX is the total surface area of all

insoluble aerosol cores with dry diameters DX larger

than 0.1 mm, per unit mass of air (the ‘‘surface area

mixing ratio’’) in group X; and dVX /dnX ’pD2
X . The

groups were originally defined as mineral dust–metallic
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aerosols (X 5 DM), black carbon (X 5 BC), and in-

soluble organics (X5O). The quantities VX and nX are

‘‘ideal,’’ as they are not depleted while in cloud by nu-

cleation of ice or liquid. ThemX is the average number of

potentially activated ice embryos per insoluble aerosol

particle of size DX and their areal density (mX /pD
2
X)

is uniform over all DX. If Si . Swi , then mX(Si,T)5
mX(S

w
i ,T) and freezing is assumed to be insensitive to

humidity above water saturation. The term VX,1,* is the

component of VX for aerosol cores with diameters be-

tween 0.1 and 1 mm in the ‘‘background-troposphere

scenario’’ consisting of field campaigns of the First and

Second Ice Nuclei Spectroscopy Studies (INSPECT-1

and -2) (Ph08). The nIN,1,* is the total concentration of

active IN of all species measured during INSPECT-1

and -2, normalized to water saturation. During this sce-

nario’s campaigns, the continuous flow diffusion cham-

ber (CFDC) (Rogers et al. 2001) measurements of

IN underpinning the EP’s construction were made. In

Eq. (2), HX(Si, T) is an empirically determined fraction

(0# HX # 1) representing the scarcity of heterogeneous

nucleation of ice seen in substantially water-subsaturated

conditions. The quantity HX was expressed by Ph08 in

terms of a parameter fC(Si, T). At water saturation,HX5
1. In the background-troposphere scenario, aX is the

fractional contribution from aerosol group X to the IN

concentration (whenHX 5 1) inferred from CFDC data.

The quantity j accounts for laboratory observa-

tions that drops are seen not to freeze at temperatures

warmer than a threshold. Originally, Ph08 proposed

j5 d01(T,T1,T2), which is 1 for T, T1 and 0 for T. T2,

with an interpolation in between (appendix A). Ph08

assumed T1 (258C) and T2 (228C) were the same for all

aerosol species X. Such temperature thresholds are re-

quired to prevent unrealistic extrapolation of the field

data for IN activity to warm temperatures, where active

IN are rare and difficult to measure with field probes.

Equation (1), when mX � 1, expresses a proportion-

ality between active IN concentrations and the total surface

area of aerosols in each species, as seen in observations

(e.g., Welti et al. 2009). It is integrated numerically:

nIN,X ’�‘
j,(DX,j.0:1mm)f12 exp[2mX(DX,j,Si,T)]gDnX,j,

where DnX,j is the element of nX in the jth bin, DlogDX,j.

For a bulk aerosol treatment, the grid of size bins is

temporary and DnX,j is diagnosed from prognostic vari-

ables for the ideal amount of aerosol.

It is easy to adapt Eq. (1) for a model with a bin

treatment of aerosols; DnX,j would then become a prog-

nostic variable, of which a fraction, 1 2 exp[2mX(DX,j,

Si, T)], is active. Those lost by activation in each bin

would be counted.

Outside-in and inside-out contact freezingwere treated

with the EP of Ph08 by assuming each IN particle

activates in either the immersion or contact-freezing

mode, with a difference in activation temperature of

DTCIN 5 4.5 K. Assuming mX � 1, the number mixing

ratio of potentially active contact-freezing IN (CIN)

that are interstitial was originally

nX ,cn’aXj(T)

(
nIN,1,*

[T2DTCIN, S
w
i (T2DTCIN)]

VX ,1,*

)

3VX ,int , (3)

while VX,int is the interstitial component of VX.

Observations supported the original EP as follows.

Firstly, there were three strands of coincident obser-

vations of the background troposphere during the

INSPECT field campaign at Storm Peak Laboratory

(SPL) in 2001 and 2004 on Mt. Werner in Colorado:

d Total concentrations of active IN were measured with

the CFDC in the background troposphere at temper-

atures between 2408 and 2628C during INSPECT-1

(DeMott et al. 2003a) and -2 (Richardson et al. 2007).

This yielded nIN,1,*. Dependencies of IN activity

observed with the CFDC from Meyers et al. (1992)

were used to extrapolate the IN activity at SPL to

temperatures as warm as 278C.
d Surface area mixing ratios of dust, soot, and insoluble

organic species during INSPECT at SPL, VX,1,*, were

inferred from measurements. For dust, optical probes

deployed there provided the data. For carbonaceous

material, the data was from the Interagency Monitor-

ing for Protection of Visual Environments (IMPROVE)

at Mt. Zirkel nearby.
d Relative contributions (aX) from dust, soot, and in-

soluble organics to the total IN concentration at SPL

were estimated from composition fractions observed

during INSPECT and previous field campaigns in the

background troposphere. Residual material was col-

lected from ice crystals sampled from the troposphere

under conditions of heterogeneous freezing. The anal-

ysis of its composition involved transmission electron

microscopy energy dispersive X-ray spectral analysis

(TEM-EDS) (Ph08, their Fig. 2). Since insoluble organics

[e.g., primary biological aerosol particles (PBAPs)]

were not resolved by measurements at INSPECT, other

field and laboratory observations of bacterial abun-

dance and IN activity were used to distinguish their

contribution from that of soot.

They were combined to provide a measure of the

activity spectrum of the Xth species normalized by

aerosol surface area at water saturation—namely,

aXnIN,1,*(T)/VX,1,*. Second, extra observations of nu-

cleation in subsaturated conditions have been combined
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with the spectrum by means ofHX(Si, T). IN activity can

then be predicted for all humidities.

A full description of the original version of the EP and

its validation and implementation with discussion of

underlying assumptions, are given by Ph08. The ex-

tended set of all CFDC field measurements of active IN

concentrations underpinning the EP ranged from278 to
2628C and over most humidities between ice and water

saturation. The assumed proportionality between aero-

sol surface area and IN number, noted above, made the

EP applicable to a wide range of mean sizes, chemistry,

and loadings of aerosol. Hence, the EP applies to most

subzero temperatures, humidities, and aerosol condi-

tions throughout the global troposphere.

In the next section, the improvements to the EP are

described. These are informed by recent laboratory and

field experiments. The most pivotal aspect of the upgra-

ded EP—namely, aXnIN,1,*(T)/VX,1,* is still constrained

by the coincident observations of IN and aerosols from

INSPECT noted above. Amore accurate analysis of this

INSPECT data is provided here, to infer better values

for baseline surface areas, VX,1,*. New onsets, and dif-

ferences between modes, for temperatures of freezing

are given. Dependencies of soot’s IN activity on its prop-

erties are introduced. The identity of IN species is re-

visited. In subsequent sections, the revised EP is then

compared with laboratory and aircraft observations.

There is a summary of the changes and results in the

concluding section.

2. Modifications to the EP

a. Thresholds at warm temperatures for the onset of
heterogeneous ice nucleation by condensation/
immersion freezing

The factor j in Eq. (2) represented the onset of

measurable heterogeneous freezing during supercooling

at warm temperatures in the original EP. It made all

freezing for all species start at about 228C. That as-

sumption is altered as follows to treat the observed de-

pendency on aerosol species of the onset temperature.

1) DUST/METALLIC GROUP OF IN (X 5 DM)

Recent CFDC observations of the IN activity of sub-

micron dust particles suspended from a Saharan soil

sample indicate that these activate in sparingly smaller

fractions at warmer subzero temperatures, reaching 1 IN

in 105 particles at about2158C (D11). This is consistent

with laboratory observations of various types of surro-

gate dust with onset temperatures ranging from about

2108 to2158C (e.g., Mason andMaybank 1958; Roberts

and Hallett 1968; Pitter and Pruppacher 1973, hereafter

PP73). They are reviewed by Pruppacher and Klett

(1997, hereafter PK97). Surrogate particles (1–10 mm)

of pure minerals (e.g., kaolinite, illite) were seen to have

temperatures of between about2108 and2168C for active

fractions of 1% in the deposition mode (Zimmermann

et al. 2008). Freezing by freshly emitted Saharan dust

over Germany was measured at 2188C, so its onset

temperature was warmer than this (Klein et al. 2010).

Yet colder onset temperatures for ice nucleation have

been seen in the Aerosol Interaction and Dynamics in

the Atmosphere (AIDA) chamber. Saharan (SD2) and

Asian (AD1) surrogate submicron dust nucleated ice at

fractions greater than 1 IN in 104 only at temperatures

colder than about2248 and2188C, respectively (Connolly
et al. 2009), and about 2198C by D11 for SD2 via mul-

tiple instruments. This extended other AIDA observa-

tions by Field et al. (2006, hereafter F06) to warmer

temperatures. Differences in composition (e.g., Gallavardin

et al. 2008) and size (e.g., Welti et al. 2009) of dust

particles may explain such variability.

Some field measurements exist suggesting that some

atmospheric dusts may be active at temperatures warmer

than 2108C (Sassen et al. 2003). However, the relative

frequency of occurrence of such activity and associated

active fractions remains to be shown. Ansmann et al.

(2008) did not see it, remotely observing ice in clouds

with tops colder, but not warmer, than 2158C in dusty

conditions. When copious dust is seen to coincide with

nucleation of ice at temperatures warmer than 2108C,
this could also be due to activity of other IN material

accreted onto the dust. For instance, primary biological

material can be active at very warm temperatures and

fragments of it may stick to the surface of natural at-

mospheric dust (Schnell and Vali 1976; Griffin et al.

2001). Organic content from decayed vegetation also

yields IN (Schnell and Vali 1972). This might coexist

with airborne dust. Alternatively, either preactivation

of some dust (Mason and Maybank 1958; Roberts and

Hallett 1968) at temperatures as warm as 258C or its

contact freezing (see section 2d), followed by ice mul-

tiplication, might be at play in the observations by

Sassen et al. (2003).

2) BLACK CARBON GROUP OF IN (X 5 BC)

For surrogate black carbon made in the laboratory

from acetylene, DeMott (1990, hereafter D90) detected

ice nucleation at temperatures colder than about2248C
and humidities above water saturation. Hallett et al.

(1986) observed no ice nucleation by flame soot at tem-

peratures warmer than 2158C. This was not an onset

temperature.

Diehl and Mitra (1998, hereafter DM98) did observe

at about2188C, an onset of immersion freezing by black
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carbon particles from combustion of kerosene. They

were between 10 and 1000 nm in size. Yet only frozen

fractions of drops were reported. We correct for this as

follows. Each (0.8 mm) drop had a total of aboutNs5 90

black carbon particles on average. Assuming a Poisson

distribution of the number u of active IN in a given

(0.8 mm) drop, then the probability of it freezing is

P(u . 0) 5 1 2 exp(2m*), where m* is the population

mean of u for all such drops. From their observations at

2208C, P(u . 0) 5 0.1 and so the active fraction of the

black carbon particles is m*/Ns ’ 0.1%. It is comparable

with that seen by D90 for black carbon from acetylene

combustion, though the temperature of this onset (0.1%)

is about 5 K warmer. In the temperature range of

overlap at2248 to2288C, between observations by D90

and DM98, the active fraction from the latter is higher

by a factor of between 1.5 and 10 (section 3b). It has

a similar order of magnitude. Popovicheva et al. (2008a)

observed ice nucleation by black carbon from kerosene

and propane–butane combustion at temperatures as

warm as 278C. Yet the innumerable black carbon par-

ticles in each drop were not counted. Their active frac-

tion cannot be inferred.

Much colder onset temperatures for some types of

black carbon are possible. For example, Fornea et al.

(2009, hereafter F09) observed contact freezing by

giant particles (0.2–0.3 mm) of carbon lampblack at

2198C. The observed freezing fraction was ;0.1 be-

tween2208 and2258C. This implies a very low active

fraction of ;1027 for typical sizes of black carbon of

0.1 mm in the atmosphere, since it is proportional to

surface area. Similarly, between 2408 and 2608C,
artificial black carbon generated by various methods

displayed active fractions differing by up to about four

orders of magnitude at given conditions (K09). One of

the methods was burning of kerosene. All ice nucle-

ation on all types of black carbon observed by K09 was

absent at temperatures warmer than about 2408C.
Owing to scarcity of laboratory data at such warm

temperatures and diversity of black carbon properties,

there is much uncertainty.

3) MODIFICATION OF EP

Generally, both dust and black carbon are observed in

the laboratory to nucleate ice only at temperatures

much colder than for the ‘‘most IN active’’ of PBAPs. In

light of the above observations, T1 and T2 in the ex-

pression for j [Eq. (2)] are replaced by species-specific

parameters, TX,1 and TX,2. Their new values are listed in

Table 1 (see also appendix A):

j5 d01(T,TX,1,TX,2) . (4)

b. Baseline surface areas of black carbon and dust

In the original version of the EP, Ph08 estimated the

baseline surface areas, VX,1,* [Eq. (2)], describing aerosol

conditions coincident with the IN activity observed

during INSPECT. They are evaluated again more ac-

curately, as follows.

1) DUST/METALLIC GROUP OF IN (X 5 DM)

A baseline value of surface area mixing ratio VDM,1,*
was derived by Ph08 from observations of the aerosol

size distribution (ASD) during INSPECT-1. Yet the

CFDC data of this background-troposphere scenario

were from both INSPECT-1 and -2, formeasurements of

IN concentration that were combined with this baseline

value.As aerosol conditions during INSPECT-2weremore

dusty than in INSPECT-1, Eidhammer et al. (2010, here-

after E10) included aerosol observations from INSPECT-2

in the averaging for the baseline surface area of dust.

E10 proposed VDM,1,* 5 2 3 1026 m2 kg21, which is a

value four times higher than proposed by Ph08. We agree

with this revised value and also adjust the baseline surface

area for black carbon similarly, as follows.

2) BLACK CARBON GROUP OF IN (X 5 BC)

INSPECT-2 observations are included here in revised

estimates of the baseline surface area mixing ratios

VBC,1,*. Only INSPECT-1 data were used previously, as

with dust. In the present paper, geometric means of all

daily values of surface area mixing ratio are derived

from observations at the Mt. Zirkel IMPROVE station

during INSPECT-1 and -2. The same iterative correc-

tion explained by Ph08 (their appendix D) is applied to

correct the nominal measurements of elemental and

organic carbon on each observational (CFDC) day of

INSPECT-1 and -2. It corrects for the contribution to

the elemental carbon measurement from refractory or-

ganic carbon that remains after the heating cycle in the

test tomeasure elemental carbon content. On days when

the mass concentration of sulfate at Mt. Zirkel is less

than that of all organic (both soluble and insoluble)

mass, then the refractory fraction of organic mass is as-

sumed to be 0.2 for the iterative correction. Otherwise

a refractory fraction of 0.3 is assumed. Both fractions are

from observations of the Intercontinental Chemical

Transport Experiment–North America (INTEX-NA)

campaign by Clarke et al. (2007, their Figs. 2 and 3).

3) MODIFICATION OF EP

New baseline values are presented in Table 1 (see ap-

pendix A). A more accurate value of 90 nm for the

geometric mean diameter of black carbon in the back-

ground troposphere is used (Clarke et al. 2004, hereafter
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C04) to derive its baseline surface area. This new value

(90 nm) is to be used with the EP whenever the mean

size of black carbon cannot be predicted or observed.

All other parameters of ASDs of black carbon and dust

for the background troposphere are as specified by Ph08.

c. New group for primary biological aerosol (X5BIO)
replaces X 5 O group

In the original version of the EP, PBAPs’ nucleating

ability was assumed by Ph08 to be representative for all

insoluble organics. That assumption is changed here,

with introduction of a new group specifically for PBAP

IN.

In the original scheme the suppression of ice nucle-

ation at humidities below water saturation was treated

by the factor HX which was expressed in terms of an-

other parameter fC(Si, T) [Ph08, their Eqs. (11)–(12)].

Ranges of humidity and temperature, over which the

onset of nucleation occurs during humidification and

supercooling, had constant values: DSi and DT in the

original expression for fC. Now species-specific values,

DSXi and DTX, replace DSi and DT. Threshold values of

TABLE 1. New and revised parameters for the EP. They include onset temperatures of heterogeneous ice nucleation at water saturation

TX,1 and TX,2 and baseline surface area mixing ratiosVX,1,*
of insoluble aerosol cores in groupsX5DM, BC, BIO, and solO. For TX, . . .,

observations from D90, D11, and DM98 were used (see PK97). The quantity VX,1,*
for X 5 DM, BC, BIO is from observations by E10

(a correction), INSPECT-1 and -2 and IMPROVE, and W09, respectively. Geometric mean diametersDg,X and/or dry bulk densities rX
are from C04, in the first [second] mode of the PBAP ASD from M95, and also from Matthias-Maser et al. (2000, hereafter M00), Froyd

et al. (2009, hereafter Fr09), andMing et al. (2006, hereafterMi06). The ratio of total numbers of PBAPs (nBIO,1: nBIO,2) in bothmodes and

their standard deviation ratios sBIO are from M95. Temperature shifts between contact- and immersion-freezing modes (full activity:

DTCIN,X; onset of freezing: DTonset,X) are from PP73, Co80, and F09 for dust and from LY83 and CB10 for PBAPs. For black carbon,

FOC, . . . and Ps, . . . are from K09 and from the present paper for ice-nucleating biomass-burning plumes (urban freshly emitted fossil-

fuel pollution [FFFP]). All other parameters not listed here are unchanged fromPh08, with those forX5BIO the same as for the previous

X 5 O group.

Adjusted or new variable New value Origin

(Dg,BC, Dg,BIO, Dg,solO) (90, 163 [466] of first [second] mode, 150) nm (C04, M95, Fr09/Mu10)

fC dh
X

1 (T,TX
0 ,TX

0 1 dXT )d
1
0(Si,S

X
i,0,S

X
i,0 1DSXi )/g Section 2c

FOC ’0 (1) for biomass burning plumes (FFFP) Section 2e

(FOC,0, FOC,1) (0.1, 1) Section 2e

gglass 0.5 Mu10

HsolO(Si, T) d01(T, 2758, 2658C)3 d10(Si, 1:2, 1:3) Eq. (9)

nBIO,1: nBIO,2 347 M95

nIN,solO,@ 106 3 (7.7211Si 2 9.2688)/r@ kg21 for 1:2, Si ,Swi Mu10

Ps .Ps,1 (,Ps,0) for biomass burning plumes (FFFP) Section 2e

(Ps,0, Ps,1) (1, 2) H2O monolayers K09

SBCi,0
~SBCi,0 1 d10(FOC,FOC,0,FOC,1)3 [1:23Swi (T)2

~SBCi,0 ] Section 2e

~S
BC

i,0 1.3 K09, C11, DeMott et al. (1999)

SBIOi,0 1.15 CB10

(DSDM
i ,DSBCi ,DSBIOi ) (0.1, 0.1, 0.2) Section 2c, 2e

(TDM,1, TDM,2) (2308, 2108)C D11, PK97

(TBC,1, TBC,2) (2258, 2158)C D90, DM98

(TBIO,1, TBIO,2) (258, 228)C Ph08

TBC
0 2508C Section 2e

TBIO
0 2208C Section 2c

(DTDM, DTBC, DTBIO) (58, 108, 58)C Section 2c, 2e

(DTonset,DM, DTCIN,DM) (68, 108)C PP73, Co80, F09

(DTonset,BC, DTCIN,BC) (4.58, 4.58)C Section 2d

(DTonset,BIO, DTCIN,BIO) (18, 38)C LY83

aBC J~aBC Section 2e

~aBC 1/3 2 0.03

aBIO 0.03

j d01(T,TX,1,TX,2) Eq. (4)

J d10(Ps,Ps,0,Ps,1)3 d01(FOC,FOC,0,FOC,1)’ 1(0) for

biomass burning plumes (FFFP)

Section 2e

(rBIO, rsolO, r@) (1000, 1360, 1.530) kg m23 (M00, Mi06, Mu10)

(sBIO, ssolO) (2.54 [3.96] of first [second] mode, 1.4) nm (M95, Fr09/Section 3a)

(VDM,1,*
, VBC,1,*

, VBIO,1,*
) (2.0 3 1026, 1 3 1027, 8.9 3 1027) m2 kg21 E10, INSPECT, W09

VsolO,@ 5.6 3 1025 m2 kg21 Mu10
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humidity and temperature in HX—namely, SXi,0 and

TX
0 —for ice nucleation at humidities well below water

saturation are also changed for black carbon (section 2e)

and the new primary biological group.

1) RECENT OBSERVATIONS

Field studies over the Amazon (Prenni et al. 2009),

Wyoming (Pratt et al. 2009a), and the area of Colorado

and Nebraska (Bowers et al. 2009; Garcia et al. 2012)

suggest that PBAPs act as IN. Over the Amazon, PBAPs

are abundant and some act as IN, dominating ice nucle-

ation at temperatures warmer than 2258C (Prenni et al.

2009). This is consistent with a long history of laboratory

observations of ice nucleation by PBAPs such as bacteria,

pollen, and leaf litter (e.g., Maki et al. 1974; Schnell and

Vali 1976; Vali et al. 1976; Lindow 1982; Lindow et al.

1982; Levin and Yankofsky 1983, hereafter LY83; Lindow

et al. 1989). It is reviewed by Morris et al. (2004) and

Möhler et al. (2007).

There is little evidence from laboratory or field (e.g.,

Cziczo et al. 2004) studies for those insoluble organic

species that are not PBAPs acting as IN at warm subzero

temperatures. Their molecular lattice may be amorphous

(e.g., Virtanen et al. 2010) with poor ice-nucleating

ability. Glassy solid particles of soluble organics are not

PBAPs yet nucleate ice, but this was only seen by Mu10

at extreme temperatures colder than about 2658C. An

organic IN source from decomposing vegetation has

been observed (Schnell andVali 1972; Conen et al. 2011).

Its precise composition is not identified yet. Predom-

inantly organic particles from fresh urban fossil-fuel

pollution were seen by Knopf et al. (2010) to nucleate

ice in the freezing mode at temperatures colder than

about 230 K. Yet it is unclear which species in the

sampled urban particles really nucleated the ice ob-

served. Also, C11 observed that organic coatings inhibit

the IN activity of black carbon at 2458C (see also

Möhler et al. 2005b). These coatings partly consisted of

insoluble organic material.

This points to a deficiency in the previous version of

the EP. The IN could be overpredicted in situations

dominated by insoluble organics of aerosol pollu-

tion from fresh fossil-fuel combustion (‘‘fossil-fuel

pollution’’).

2) MODIFICATION OF EP

Consequently, a new aerosol group specifically for

organic PBAPs, X 5 BIO, is introduced to replace the

insoluble organic group (X5O). The input for the EP’s

treatment of this group becomes the ideal size distri-

bution of PBAP cores with diameters .0.1 mm, dnBIO/

dlogDBIO, or simply VBIO, their ideal surface area.

Accordingly, VBIO,1,*, the baseline value (INSPECT)

of surface area mixing ratio of all PBAPs between 0.1

and 1 mm in diameter replaces VO,1,*. Its value is esti-

mated from field observations at the same location and

mostly a similar month as INSPECT, albeit from a more

recent year, in appendix B.

Originally, aO was estimated by Ph08 (0.06) from

measurements of bacterial IN. It is replaced by aBIO’
0.03.

This approach to modeling biological ice nucleation

does not resolve the individual types of PBAP IN, which

vary in ice-nucleating ability. They may vary widely in

relative abundance geographically and between seasons.

Our approach is justified because few atmospheric models

can resolve the different types of PBAP. Besides, their

ice-nucleating abilities have not been comprehensively

measured yet in laboratory studies.

For IN activity at subsaturated humidities well below

water saturation, parameters of HBIO appearing in the

expression for fC (appendix A) are changed, relative to

HO, to account for laboratory observations of ice-

nucleating bacterial cells. These are, namely, SBIOi,0 and

TBIO
0 . Chernoff and Bertram (2010, hereafter CB10)

observed in a flow cell the ice nucleation by an artificial

strain (‘‘Snowmax’’) of Pseudomonas syringae (Ps)

bacteria at about2278,2318, and2378C. They observed
an onset of ice nucleation at about Si ’ 1.15, as the

humidity increased on time scales of tens of minutes in

all three experiments. A similar onset for Snowmax at

Si 5 1.20 was observed by Kanji et al. (2011) at 2268C.
D11 observed Snowmax nucleating ice at2108Cwith an

onset at 96% relative humidity with respect to water

(Si 5 1.06). However, this onset of ice nucleation at

subsaturated humidities so close to water saturation is

already treated by a different parameter not changed

here, in HBIO. Thus, a conservative estimate is SBIOi,0 5
1:15. The transition for the onset is assumed to occur

over a broad range of humidities DSBIOi 5 0:2 in view of

the uncertainty from the paucity of experimental data at

low humidities and cold temperatures. Since exact water

saturation at 2158C has the same humidity as that

threshold (1.15), we assign DTBIO 5 58C (replaces DT in

expression forHX from Ph08) and TBIO
0 52208C. Finally,

PBAPs are assumed not to be coated by any nonbiological

insoluble organic material.

Parameters for the new PBAP-IN group, such as

VBIO,1,* and SBIOi,0 , are listed in Table 1 (appendix A).

Parameters of PBAPs’ ASD may be prescribed accord-

ingly if they cannot be predicted. Certain parameters of

the PBAP-IN group, such as the temperature thresholds

for the onset of freezing at water saturation (TBIO,1525

and TBIO,2 5 228C), have values unchanged from those

for the previous insoluble organic group noted by Ph08.
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d. Temperature shifts to treat contact freezing and its
onset

Originally, Ph08 assumed that the onset of potential

contact freezing during supercooling is the same as for

other modes of ice nucleation, representing it by j

[Eq. (4)]. Contact freezing was treated by assuming

a constant temperature difference DTCIN between the

characteristic temperatures of activation in contact and

condensation-/immersion-freezing modes for each IN

particle. Any dependencies of DTCIN were neglected.

Yet, in reality, for individual IN particles, DTCIN may

depend on composition (e.g., Gokhale and Goold 1968).

So, it is now replaced by DTCIN,X (.0). Also, the tem-

perature of onset of contact freezing is warmer than that

of immersion freezing for a given IN species (see PP73)

during supercooling from 08C. The original EP assumed

both onsets are the same [see Eqs. (2) and (3)]. Hence,

a new temperature shift of DTonset,X (.0) is introduced

into the input for j [Eq. (4)] to treat this onset of contact

freezing. Replacing Eq. (3) is

nX ,cn ’aXj(T2DTonset,X)

3

(
nIN,1,*

[T2DTCIN,X ,S
w
i (T2DTCIN,X)]

VX,1,*

)

3VX ,int . (5)

Each new temperature shift, DTCIN,X or DTonset,X

(defined in appendix A), is assumed to be the same for

inside-out contact freezing as for outside-in contact

freezing. The same assumption was made by Ph08.

Paradoxically, no temperature difference between con-

tact and bulk-liquid modes was seen for a drop freezing

on atomically smooth silicon (Gurganus et al. 2011). The

difference was 4–5 K for a giant rough particle in a drop

(Durant and Shaw 2005; Shaw et al. 2005). The reason

for the discrepancy is unclear. The liquid surface accom-

modates ice volume and has electric fields orienting

molecules, and so is favored for homogeneous freezing

(Vrbka and Jungwirth 2006). For heterogeneous freezing,

geometry of solid and liquid surfaces may be important.

Contact freezing seen by Durant and Shaw (2005) and

Shaw et al. (2005) might have been favored because of

solid roughness, which could have allowed solid contact

with the liquid surface away from the line.

A spurious temperature lag in drops from the cooling

rate might have caused contact freezing to seem pre-

ferred in past experiments (Gurganus et al. 2011). Yet

for Durant and Shaw (2005) and Shaw et al. (2005)

freezing always started near the cold substrate, where

any lag was minimal. F09, without this bias (Gurganus

et al. 2011, their Fig. 2), corroborated observations by

Durant and Shaw (2005) and Shaw et al. (2005). Some

early laboratory studies (e.g., PP73) used slow cooling

rates (see below), minimizing the bias. Finally, Durant

and Shaw (2005) and Shaw et al. (2005) studied more

realistic material for aerosols than Gurganus et al.

(2011). This suggests DTCIN,X . 0 for atmospheric IN.

1) DUST/METALLIC GROUP OF IN (X 5 DM)

F09, Durant and Shaw (2005), and Shaw et al. (2005)

observed a difference of 78 and 48–58C, respectively,
between activation temperatures of contact and immer-

sion freezing by each silicate-containing volcanic-ash

particle (.0.1 mm). Gokhale and Goold (1968) reported

that this difference is about 58C for onset of freezing by

clay particles (5–10 mm) and by volcanic ash. The dif-

ference was overestimated by only 1 K, owing to their

choice of cooling rate.

For clay particles of kaolinite and montmorrillonite

(0.1–30 mm), observations by PP73 with a wind tunnel

show a difference between contact and immersion freez-

ing of 108 (near freezing onset) to 148C (all drops frozen).

This is for a given fraction of drops frozen. Onsets of

contact and immersion freezing for montmorrillonite

were seen at about 248 and 2148C, respectively. PP73
used slow cooling rates, minimizing the temperature lag

in drops (,0.28C). But active fractions and concentra-

tions of clay particles were not measured, complicating

any estimation of their active fraction, and hence, the

temperature shift between modes.

Cooper (1980, hereafter Co80) sampled active IN

from the troposphere in winter in Wyoming; observing

that their activity spectra differed by about 108C between

contact- and immersion-freezing modes (see PK97).

Dust IN probably prevailed (Pratt et al. 2009a, 2010a;

E10) (section 3a). Parsimoniously, it is proposed that

DTCIN,DM 5 10 K from the study by Co80. An onset

for contact freezing of about 248C (PP73) implies

DTonset,DM 5 6 K, given the onset temperature for

condensation/immersion freezing introduced above

(2108C).

2) PRIMARY BIOLOGICAL GROUP OF IN (X5 BIO)

With the biological-IN group, LY83 observed a tem-

perature shift of 3 K for the fraction, by number, of

drops frozen as a function of temperature, between

immersion- and contact-freezing modes of ice-nucleating

bacteria. This was for temperatures at which most drops

were frozen. The shift becomes about 1 K for the onset of

freezing. Cooling was very slow, minimizing any temper-

ature lag (,0.01 K). However, as with PP73, the aerosol

particles were not counted. If numbers of bacteria on the

surface of, and inside, each drop were comparable, then

this would suggest DTCIN,BIO 5 38 and DTonset,BIO 5 18C.
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3) BLACK CARBON GROUP OF IN (X 5 BC)

Scarcely any reliable observations are available for

the shift of black carbon between modes. So the same

temperature shift as before is assumed (DTCIN,BC 5
4.5 K), introducing DTonset,BC 5 4.5 K.

4) MODIFICATION OF EP

The new parameters are listed in Table 1 (see also

appendix A).

e. Requirement for black-carbon IN to have an
intrinsically hydrophilic surface without much
organic coating

The original EP assumed that all types of black carbon

have equal propensity for ice nucleation. That assump-

tion is changed for the following reasons.

Field and laboratory observations show that, whereas

many of the fresh biomass-burning plumes from various

vegetation types have active IN at temperatures as warm

as 2308C (e.g., Petters et al. 2009a; Twohy et al. 2010;

Pratt et al. 2011; section 3a), fresh urban fossil-fuel

pollution tends not to nucleate much ice (K09). Black

carbonmay be a major ice-nucleating species in biomass-

burning plumes (sections 3a and 4). If so, atmospheric

black carbon in nature varies greatly in ice-nucleating

ability according to the source. The aim is to treat such

variability with the modified EP.

Biomass-burning differs from fossil-fuel combustion

in many ways: 1) the temperature of combustion, which

governs gas-to-particle conversion, soot’s morphology

and crystallographic structure, and rates of chemical

reactions; 2) oxygen availability (air–fuel ratio) pro-

moting volatile organics internally mixed with the black

carbon and inhibiting its agglomeration; and 3) the va-

riety of inorganic compounds, which can react to alter

the black-carbon surface, with fuel type affecting chem-

ical compositions of particles (e.g., Petters et al. 2009a;

Adachi et al. 2010). Variability of such factors must be

less in combustion engines, by design, than in biomass

flames. So, optimum conditions for some proportion of

black carbon to be ice-nucleating seem more likely to

occur somewhere in biomass-burning flames.

Factors controlling black carbon’s ice nucleation are

discussed in appendix C. One such factor is the surface

polarity of black carbon Ps. This is the number of water

monolayers adsorbed onto it at 50% relative humidity

(Popovicheva et al. 2008a,b) after all soluble material

has been washed away. The quantity Ps is a measure of

the intrinsic hydrophilicity of soot. Greater availability

of oxygen in parts of the biomass-burning flames and

more variety of inorganic compounds, relative to fresh

fossil-fuel combustion, would promote Ps and, hence,

ice-nucleating ability. The average fraction of surface

area of each black carbon particle covered by, and in

contact with, an insoluble organic coating is defined as

FOC. Such nonbiological organic coatings tend to inhibit

ice nucleation FOC. Biomass-burning particles likely

have less of such coatings.

1) MODIFICATION OF EP FOR SUBZERO

TEMPERATURES WARMER THAN 2408C

Contributions to the apparent contrast in ice-nucleating

ability of black carbon between biomass-burning plumes

and freshly emitted fossil-fuel pollution may arise from

Ps, FOC, and morphological–crystallographic properties.

The last factor is poorly understood. Thus, the above

observations, assumed to apply also at warm tempera-

tures, are encapsulated by redefining aBC 5 ~aBCJ, where

~aBC 5 (1/3)2 0:03 and

J5 d10(Ps,Ps,0,Ps,1)3 d01(FOC,FOC,0,FOC,1) . (6)

Black carbon in fresh urban fossil-fuel pollution is as-

sumed to be intrinsically hydrophobic, so that J ’ 0.

This is due to either Ps # Ps,0 or FOC $ FOC,1 (appendix

C). For intrinsically hydrophilic black carbon in ice-

nucleating biomass-burning plumes, it is assumed that

J ’ 1 because of Ps . Ps,1 and FOC # FOC,0. Between

both extremes, 0 , J , 1 and J increases with Ps and

1 2 FOC. Thermal soot and thermal oxidized soot with

little and appreciable ice-nucleating abilities have Ps

values of 1 and 2 monolayers, respectively (K09). This

suggests Ps,0 ’ 1 and Ps,1 ’ 2. Values of FOC,0 and FOC,1

are uncertain. Parsimoniously, it is assumed that FOC,0’
0.1 and FOC,1 ’ 1. The new parameters are in Table 1

(appendix A).

2) MODIFICATION OF EP FOR SUBZERO

TEMPERATURES COLDER THAN 2408C

The above modification, aBC 5 ~aBCJ, is applied also

at cold temperatures. Moreover, Ph08 defined a thresh-

old saturation ratio with respect to ice, SBCi,0 , for the onset

of heterogeneous ice nucleation at cold temperatures

(T in degrees Celsius). It is used to evaluate HBC

(appendix A). From observations by C11 of insoluble

organic coatings inhibiting soot’s ice nucleation, we infer

that FOC ’ 0 at 5% organic content and FOC ’ 1 for the

30% and 70% contents. So, SBCi,0 is redefined as

SBCi,0 5 ~S
BC
i,0 1 d10(FOC,FOC,0,FOC,1)

3 1:23 Swi (T)2
~S
BC
i,0

h i
. (7)

Now ~S
BC

i,0 5 1:3, intermediate between humidities for the

onset observed by DeMott et al. (1999, hereafter
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D99)/K09 (Si ’ 1.4) and by C11 (Si ’ 1.2). The above

values of FOC,0 and FOC,1 noted for warmer tempera-

tures are applied. In reality, soluble coatings on atmo-

spheric black carbonwould initiate homogeneous aerosol

freezing at Si , Swi , as seen by C11. These are the con-

ditions under which any soluble particle would freeze

homogeneously. Homogeneous freezing is not treated

by the EP.

Finally, soot from burning propane was observed to

nucleate ice at temperatures as warm as 2458C for low

humidities below water saturation by C11. There the

original EP had predicted no ice nucleation. Hence, the

range of temperatures for onset of ice nucleation [Ph08,

their Eqs. (11)–(12)] during supercooling at humidities

well below water saturation is broadened to DTBC 5
108C for black carbon, replacing DT 5 5 K previously.

The transition for soot during supercooling at very

subsaturated humidities now occurs from2408 to2508C
(instead of from2458Cpreviously). For dust and PBAPs,

DTX 5 58C remains unchanged. This is all summarized

in Table 1 (see appendix A).

f. Soluble organics that become glassy at extremely
cold temperatures

The original EP assumed that only insoluble species of

aerosol can nucleate ice. That assumption is changed as

follows.

Soluble organics have been observed to nucleate ice

heterogeneously after becoming glassy at extremely

cold temperatures. Mu10 observed this for citric acid

aerosols (modal diameter of 150 nm) with a glass tem-

perature of about 210 K. It was assumed that citric acid

was representative of soluble organics in general. Active

fractions observed by Mu10 (;0.1%) were consistent

with those seen in field observations of subvisible cirrus

at temperatures colder than 200 K near the subtropical

tropopause by Froyd et al. (2010, hereafter Fr10) (section

3d). Conversely, field observations by Cziczo et al. (2004)

of anvil cirrus showed that organics are preferentially

excluded from residual particles sampled from cloud

ice relative to clear air, at temperatures mostly warmer

than 200 K. Onset of glassiness at temperatures of about

200–210 K, depending on the organic species, may ex-

plain this contrast between the two sets of field mea-

surements. Alternatively, differences in humidity and

chemical composition of the organic species between

both field campaigns might be a possible reason too.

A simplified treatment of the IN activity of soluble

organics is proposed. Observations from INSPECT

cannot be used, since temperatures inside the CFDC

were always warmer than about 2658C. Instead, obser-
vations of citric acid with the AIDA chamber (subscript

‘‘@’’) by Mu10 form the basis of the new treatment.

Since active fractions observed by Mu10 were so small

(�1%), msolO � 1 and this new equation replaces Eqs.

(1) and (2) for soluble organic IN:

nIN,solO’
HsolO(Si,T)gglassnIN,solO,@

VsolO

VsolO,@

. (8)

The fit to observed active fractions fromMu10 implies

that nIN,solO,@51063(7.7211Si29.2688)/r@ kg21, for all

1:2, Si ,Swi . Outside this range, nIN,solO,@ (Si, 1.2)5 0

and nIN,solO,@(Si . Swi )5 nIN,solO,@(S
w
i ). Also, VsolO,@ 5

5.6 3 1025 m2 kg21 is the baseline surface area of or-

ganic aerosols (modal diameter of 150 nm) at AIDA

observed by Mu10. As before, VsolO is the (ideal) total

surface area of all soluble organic aerosols with di-

ameters . 0.1 mm. Also, gglass is the maximum fraction

of aerosols that can become glassy and r@ is the air

density in the AIDA chamber near 200 K. As before,

HsolO represents the onset of ice nucleation as either the

supercooling or humidity below water saturation in-

crease beyond certain thresholds:

HsolO(Si,T)5 d01(T,2758,2658C)3 d10(Si, 1:2, 1:3). (9)

New parameters (e.g., for ASDs) are summarized in

Table 1 (appendix A). Finally, contact freezing is as-

sumed not to arise from soluble organic IN. Cloud drop-

lets cannot be supercooled to temperatures colder than

about 2408C in nature.

3. Comparison of revised scheme with observations

a. Aircraft data from ICE-L

The Ice in Clouds Experiment–Layer Clouds (ICE-L)

occurred in autumn 2007 over Colorado and Wyoming

(Field et al. 2012). It involved coincident airborne mea-

surements of ASDs, chemical composition of aerosols

and the concentrations of ice, active IN, and cloud con-

densation nuclei (CCN). Shallowmixed-phasewave clouds

were observed. ICE-L is apt for testing schemes of het-

erogeneous ice nucleation.

The partially revised EP was compared by E10 (their

Fig. 9) with aircraft data from ICE-L for only one day—

namely, 18 November 2007 (‘‘flight 4’’). The period se-

lected, 2245–2330 UTC, was without much carbonaceous

aerosol and without homogeneously nucleated ice. E10

did this comparison only after correcting theEP’s baseline

surface area of dust (section 2b). For that day, the revised

EP was found by E10 to have an error of less than about

20% compared to INmeasurements with the CFDC from

the observed wave cloud, for large observational samples.

Observed IN concentrations were similar to ice concen-

trations measured with a 2D-C probe in the clouds.
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Without altering the baseline surface area of dust, the

EP’s prediction shown by E10 would have been a factor

of 4 too high. Other modifications to the EP in the

present paper were not used by E10. Yet these would

not have affected the results of E10 because their wave

cloud was much colder than the onset temperature of

freezing for dust (section 2a) and dust IN were far more

prolific during flight 4 than other IN species (section 3a).

1) SPECIFICATION OF INPUTS TO EMPIRICAL

PARAMETERIZATION

The new EP is compared with observations from

flights 1, 3, 4 (as in E10), 6, and 12 of ICE-L on 7, 16, 18,

and 29 November and 16 December 2007, respectively.

Observations in, and near, shallow mixed-phase wave

clouds between the 2258 and 2298C levels (about 5–

7-km altitude MSL) were made during selected periods

of 1927–2050, 1738–1842, 1920–2342, 1831–1900, and

1808–1912 UTC, respectively for the five flights. Such

temperatures are too warm for homogeneous freezing

of liquid particles and too cold for ice multiplication

by rime splintering. These periods were identified by

Twohy et al. (2010) as being without contamination along

the flight path by homogeneously nucleated ice falling

from aloft. This was because the cloud-top temperature

was too warm for homogeneous freezing. Thus, hetero-

geneous ice nucleation should dominate the clouds’ ice

initiation (e.g., Field et al. 2012).

For each period of ICE-L, size distributions of dust,

black carbon, and PBAPs are inferred by combining

measurements from these aircraft probes:

d the ultrahigh sensitivity aerosol spectrometer (UHSAS;

Particle Metrics, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) for the total

concentration of all aerosols with dry diameters ex-

ceeding 0.1 mm and less than 1 mm;
d single-particle soot photometer (SP2) (Schwarz et al.

2006; Baumgardner et al. 2008) for black carbon con-

centration; and
d the aircraft aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(A-ATOFMS) (Pratt et al. 2009b) for chemical com-

position of residues of cloud particles selected by a

counterflow virtual impactor (CVI) (Noone et al. 1988).

The CVI collects cloud droplets and ice crystals larger than

8 mm and evaporates away all water substance, sampling

their residues. The A-ATOFMS measures composition

of residues with vacuum aerodynamic diameters dva of

between about 70 and 1200 nm during the flight. It opti-

cally detects particles with two lasers, 6 cm apart, measur-

ing their velocity, and hence, dva. They are then ionized

with another laser and the ions then enter the spectrometer.

Cloud glaciation was observed with the 2D-C opti-

cal probe (Particle Measuring Systems) measuring ice

concentrations within clouds. Ice nucleation was ob-

served with the CFDC that measured active IN concen-

trations outside clouds (Rogers et al. 2001; E10). For each

period, the 2D-C data for ice particles larger than 60 mm

is conditionally averaged over in-cloud parts of it with

temperatures between2258 and 2298C and without any

ice more than 500 m above the flight level. Aerosol data

are conditionally averaged over out-of-cloud segments.

These are defined by ue being within 61.58C from the

mean of in-cloud ue values for the sampled wave cloud

without homogeneous ice. Observed concentrations of

black carbon particles larger than 0.1 mm ranged from

500 to 3000 L21 among the five flights near the wave

clouds. Concentrations of ice particles larger than 60 mm,

measured by the 2D-C probe in those clouds, were be-

tween about 0.5 and 5 L21.

ASDs of dust, black carbon, and PBAPs were derived

from ICE-L aircraft observations of clear air in four

steps:

1) A fit with three lognormal modes to the total ASD

(UHSAS) was performed at submicron dry diame-

ters for each flight, averaged over clear air near the

wave cloud (Fig. 1). The first and second modes were

assumed to consist of diverse aerosol species, as de-

tected by the A-ATOFMS (Pratt and Prather 2010).

When UHSAS data were insufficient to resolve the

third (largest) mode, a geometric mean diameter of

0.8 mm and relative dispersion of 1.9 were assumed

following Ph08 for dust.

2) Particles in the dust–metallic category (X 5 DM)

were assumed to populate all of the third mode of

this preliminary fit to UHSAS data from step 1 in all

five flights. This was because dust was observed by

the A-ATOFMS in clear air during most flights

(Table 2). No coarsemode of dust with a supermicron

modal diameter was assumed, as Eidhammer et al.

(2009) neglected it because of high altitude. This

initial estimate for dust’s ASD was refined by com-

paring its ‘‘particle number fraction,’’ gX,0:1/1 for X 5
DM,with that observed byA-ATOFMS (Table 2). This

fraction gX,0.1/1 is the number of particles in group X,

relative to all particles, with dry diameters between

0.1 and 1 mm. With the three flights (1, 3, and 12) for

which dust was identified by the A-ATOFMS, the

value of gDM,0.1/1 calculated from the initial estimate

wasmuch too low. For them, the first twomodes from

step 1 were then assumed to consist partly of dust,

applying the observed value of gDM,0:1/1. That as-

sumption is consistent with observedASDs in desert-

dust layers extending to small sizes (McConnell et al.

2008). Eventual dust ASDswere consistent with both

UHSAS and A-ATOFMS data.
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3) PBAPs (X 5 BIO) were assumed to have an ASD

with three lognormal modes having the same geo-

metric mean diameters as those fitted to the UHSAS

data. Their numbers of particles per mode were

constrained by the observed value of gBIO,0:1/1 from

theA-ATOFMS (Table 2). Standard deviation ratios

were increased beyond values of the fitted modes

(UHSAS) toward more realistic values observed by

Matthias-Maser and Jaenicke (1995, hereafter M95)

for similar modes of PBAPs (Table 1) as far as

possible. This was done while ensuring that the com-

bined size-distribution function of all PBAPs, dust,

and soot was not significantly greater than that for all

aerosols fitted in step 1. Bacterial, fungal, and viral

material (M95), and their fragments, may have been

among these PBAPs.

4) Black carbon (X 5 BC) was assumed to have a

lognormal size distribution with the same geometric

FIG. 1. Size distributions of all aerosol particlesmeasured by the

UHSAS (dotted–dashed lines) on flights (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 4, (d) 6,

and (e) 12 of ICE-L, averaged over each flight in clear air adjacent

to its sampled wave cloud. They have been fitted with three log-

normal modes (dashed lines) defined by values shown on the plots

for geometric mean diameter, relative dispersion, and number

concentration. The distribution for the sum of all fitted modes,

normalized to agree with the observed total particle number at all

sizes, is also shown (solid line).
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mean size as the smallest mode fitted to the UHSAS

data from step 1. Its total number concentration was

constrained by coincident SP2measurements (Table 2).

A standard deviation ratio (1.6) consistent with the

size-resolved SP2 measurements of ICE-L, and fol-

lowing Ph08, was applied.

TheASDs of dust, black carbon, and PBAPs are shown

in Fig. 2. Size-resolved SP2 and UHSAS data are also

shown. These ASDs provided inputs of total surface

area at all sizes . 0.1 mm to the EP for each flight. The

size-resolved SP2 data, available only at dry diameters,
0.2 mm, agree well with the fitted size distributions for

black carbon in all flights (Fig. 2). Note that primary bi-

ological particles in ICE-L were only observed on two

flights—namely, 1 (12% 6 6%) and 4 (3% 6 3%)—

which is why they are evident in the ASDs only for both

flights (Fig. 2). In summary, the ASDs for all five

flights are based on ambient sampling in clear air

around each cloud, which was without homogeneously

nucleated ice and was simulated in the present paper.

Biomass-burning particles observed in ICE-L were

aged by at least a few days, except for fresh plumes from

prescribed burns. They had a high hygroscopicity from

soluble coatings acquired (Pratt et al. 2010b). In flight 12

of ICE-L, almost all biomass-burning particles were

seen to be internally mixed with sulfate (mass fraction’
63%)mostly as sulphuric acid (hygroscopicity parameter:

k ’ 1), with organics [mass fraction ’ 31%; k ; 0.05

(Petters et al. 2009b)], and with black carbon (mass

fraction ’ 2%) (Pratt et al. 2010b). Average hygro-

scopicity of soot-containing particles from biomass

burning in ICE-L must have been k ’ 0.7, so they were

CCN-active at sw 5 1% for sizes greater than 0.1 mm

(Petters and Kreidenweis 2007). That biomass-burning

aerosols in ICE-L were both IN active (Twohy et al.

2010) and had high k and low organic contents (,65%)

is consistent with observations by Petters et al. (2009a)

(section 2e). Biomass burning was the main source of

black carbon in ICE-L, soJ5 1 is prescribed for the EP

input.

Next the EP was run offline with the humidity pre-

scribed at water saturation and an average in-cloud

temperature and pressure (448, 453, 486, 558, and

595 mb, respectively, at flight level) frommeasurements

in each of the five flights. The above ASDs of dust, black

carbon, and PBAPs observed near each wave cloud,

sampled close to this temperature, were applied as in-

puts. This average temperature was the geometric mean

of temperatures at flight level (2288, 2258, 2278, 2268,
and 2258C, respectively) and cloud top (38C colder). It

approximated the coldest in-cloud temperature of par-

cels before sampling. Soluble organic IN were neglected

because of this temperature. Contact freezing is pre-

dicted to be less prolific than other modes of IN activity

in mesoscale systems consisting both of convective and

stratiform clouds, whether outside in (Phillips et al.

2007) or inside out. Our recent analysis of simulations of

mesoscale cloud systems by Phillips et al. (2009) sup-

ports this, as inside-out contact freezing was treated.

Hence, all contact freezing is neglected for the present

comparison. The justification for prescribing humidity in

this way, instead of using a cloud model, is that the as-

cending regions of each simulated wave cloud of ICE-L

were mostly mixed phase, where its ice and droplets

were initiated (Twohy et al. 2010; E10). In mixed-phase

cloud, the humidity is maintained close to water satu-

ration by the liquid phase (Korolev and Mazin 2003;

Korolev 2007). Little precipitation fell from above the

flight level, and no known processes of ice initiation

other than IN activation occurred. As argued by Ph08,

at humidities close to water saturation the value of sw
should not affect ice nucleation in the cloud. All IN

particles (.0.1 mm) should be immersed in cloud drop-

lets anyway. So, it was unnecessary to model all of the

cloud microphysics.

TABLE 2. Observed aerosol conditions in clear air next to wave clouds for all periods, simulated by the EP, of flights in ICE-L. Number

fractions for dust and PBAPs are the ratios of their number concentration for dry diameters between 0.1 and 1 mm, relative to the total

concentration of all aerosols in that size range (gDM,0.1/1 and gBIO,0.1/1). These aerosol fractions were measured by real-time single-

particle mass spectrometry (A-ATOFMS) on the flights; the sample size NMS is shown for each flight. For some flights certain species

listed were not detected (‘‘n/d’’). Shown is the SP2 data of total number concentration of black carbon particles NBC. These data were

combinedwith the observed total aerosol concentrations (UHSAS; Fig. 1) and used to constrain the eventual size distributions of insoluble

aerosol, shown in Fig. 2, applied as inputs for EP simulations. Total number concentrations of dust and biological particles for all sizes

(NBIO and NDM) from these eventual size distributions are also given.

ICE-L flight NMS gDM,0.1/1 gBIO,0.1/1 NBC (cm23) NBIO (cm23) NDM (cm23)

1 33 15 (66)% 12 (66)% 0.8 4.2 5.2

3 40 5 (63)% ,3% (n/d) 0.7 0 1.75

4 38 ,3% (n/d) 3 (63)% 0.5 1.8 0.1

6 60 ,2% (n/d) ,2% (n/d) 1.7 0 0.04

12 198 1 (61)% ,1% (n/d) 3.2 0 1.2
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2) PREDICTIONS BY EMPIRICAL

PARAMETERIZATION FOR FIVE ICE-L FLIGHTS

Figure 3a compares predictions by the revised EP

(section 2) with observations of heterogeneously nu-

cleated ice during the selected periods of five flights

through mixed-phase wave clouds. Some flights (e.g., 6,

12) encountered carbonaceous aerosol from biomass

burning. The predicted concentration of active IN at the

temperature and humidity of the wave cloud has the

same order of magnitude as the observed means of

(i) active IN concentration from the CFDC outside clouds

and (ii) ice (.60 mm) concentrations from the 2D-C

probe within cloud. Averaging was done along the

in-cloud traverse, selected with the above criteria. The

2D-Cprobe had been upgraded to have faster electronics,

and reliably measured concentrations of ice crystals of

sizes between 60 mm and almost 1 mm. Optical probes

FIG. 2. Size distributions of dust, black carbon, and primary

biological aerosols on flights (a) 1, (b) 3, (c) 4, (d) 6, and (e) 12 of

ICE-L averaged for clear air near the sampled wave cloud. They

were derived from modes fitted to total ASDs (UHSAS), plotted

in Fig. 1, and are partly constrained byA-ATOFMS (dust, PBAPs)

and SP2 (total concentration of black carbon for all sizes) data on

composition (see text). The fit for all aerosols (UHSAS) is shown

(thin solid line). Size-resolved measurements from the SP2 are

shown (thin dotted–dashed line) for a limited range of equivalent

spherical diameter, which was inferred from the measured particle

mass by assuming a bulk density of 1.8 g cm23 for black carbon.No

SP2 data available for sizes exceeding about 0.2 mm, as the probe

‘‘saturated.’’
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flown on aircraft are prone to a high bias of the measured

ice concentration due to shattering of ice on impact. Yet

this tends to be less important when ice particles are all

smaller than 0.6 mm (Korolev and Isaac 2005), as seen in

the simulated periods of ICE-L wave clouds. The ap-

proach is taken, following Field et al. (2012), that the

ICE-L wave clouds may be assumed to be ‘‘natural IN

counters.’’ Nucleated ice merely follows the flow through

each cloud. So, their ice concentrations measured with

the 2D-C probe are assumed to be a measure of active

IN concentrations. In view of the uncertainty in the pre-

diction from estimation of the coldest in-cloud temper-

ature in parcels before sampling (error bars of open

triangles on Fig. 3a) and from specifying ASDs of each

species, the EP is consistent with the 2D-C data. Relative

to observed 2D-C concentrations [(ii) above], the EP’s

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of the newEP’s predicted IN activity (open triangles) for wave clouds

(about 2258 to 2308C, water saturation) observed by aircraft over Wyoming (ICE-L; Field

et al. 2012) in flights affected to varying degrees by carbonaceous aerosol in plumes from

biomass burning. The EP was run offline for observed ASDs of black carbon, dust, and in-

soluble organics inferred from aircraft data near each wave cloud sampled. Measured con-

centrations of IN from the CFDC (filled triangles) and ice (.60 mm; filled circles–solid line,

right) from the 2D-C probe are plotted. Vertical lines (thin) on CFDCdata are 90% confidence

intervals of the mean IN concentration. Vertical lines (thin) on the EP predictions show

uncertainty due to estimating coldest in-cloud temperatures of parcels before sampling by

using temperatures at flight level and cloud top (base and top of error bars) instead of their

geometric mean (open triangles). The EP differs by less than 50% from observed (2D-C) ice

concentrations. The prediction from the old original version of the EP of Ph08 is shown (tiny

dots). Also displayed is (b) the new EP’s predicted composition of active IN for each flight

plotted in (a).
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prediction has an error of less than about 50% for each of

the five flights.

A trend of proportionality between concentrations

of heterogeneously nucleated ice (2D-C) and black car-

bon (SP2) was observed by Twohy et al. (2010) for the

same periods of these five flights. This observed trend is

reproduced by the revised EP (Fig. 3a, open triangles

and full line). The EP predicted the trend in terms of

IN activity only of black carbon (Fig. 3b). PBAP IN and

dust IN, as parameterized, do not explain it. For two of

the flights (6 and 12), black carbon is predicted to com-

prise most of the active IN. Most black carbon (soot–

elemental, as observed by A-ATOFMS) was internally

mixed with inorganic salts (e.g., SO4, NO3, K, NH4) and

organics in biomass-burning particles on those days.

(The original version of the EP from Ph08 predicted

a much weaker trend than was observed owing to dif-

ferent baseline surface areas causing more activity of

dust IN and less for soot IN, relative to the new version).

The trend of IN versus black carbon concentration,

due primarily to flights 6 and 12, is not evident in the

CFDCmeasurements. TheCFDCneeds a low (1L min21)

flow rate so as to expose IN to steady conditions for

several seconds. This causes a larger sampling uncer-

tainty for estimates of mean IN concentrations (see er-

ror bars on Fig. 3a), even for the sample periods (up to

several min) spent in clear air feeding into clouds when

IN number concentrations are low.

Figure 3b also shows that for flights 1 and 4, PBAPs

are predicted by the EP to contribute 0.02 and 0.04 L21

(about 5%), respectively, to overall concentrations of

active IN. This prediction is uncertain since no direct

measurements of supermicron PBAPs or of IN-specific

compositions were attempted during ICE-L. Dust IN

was predicted to be more prolific than biological IN by

about one order of magnitude on both flights.

In aircraft observations of ice-only parts of simulated

periods (no homogeneous ice), the A-ATOFMS mea-

sured this chemistry of cloud-ice residues: 1) salt (NaCl,

5%6 22%), organic carbon/nitrate (40%6 17%), black

carbon (5% 6 2%), primary biological (20% 6 20%),

and dust (30%6 19%) in flight 1; and 2) salt (Na–K–Ca–

Mg–Cl, 42% 6 10%), salt dust (Na–K–Ca–Mg–Cl sili-

cates, 54% 6 10%), and black carbon (4% 6 4%) in

flight 3. The ice residues consisting of organic–nitrate

mixtures and salt (NaCl, Na–K–Ca–Mg–Cl) are unlikely

to have acted as IN (Cziczo et al. 2004; Pratt et al. 2009a,

2010a). However, because of the possibilities of ice hav-

ing scavenged aerosol material, and possible splash–

shatter artifacts and breakup of large ice particles within

the CVI, it is not certain that the cloud-ice residues clas-

sified as black carbon, biological, and dust had acted as

IN. Moreover, there is the chance of creation of multiple

aerosol particles during freezing of each cloud-droplet in

cloud (e.g., when solute becomes solid) or during evapo-

ration in the CVI. Qualitatively, the cloud-ice residues

weremostly enriched in the same species predicted to have

acted as IN by the EP on both flights (Fig. 3b), relative to

aerosol particles sampled from clear air.

Four flights (1, 3, 4, and 12) were analyzed by Pratt

et al. (2009a, 2010a,b) and E10. Residues were sampled

when homogeneous ice was present, outside the time

periods identified by Twohy et al. (2010) and simulated

by the EP. There was enrichment of cloud-ice residues

seen in (i) mineral dust and PBAPs (soot was present in

cloud-ice residues though not enriched) in flight 1 (Pratt

et al. 2009a); (ii) dustlike playa salts containing silicates

from dry salt playas in flight 3 (Pratt et al. 2010a), as

suggested also by E10 for flight 4 (e.g., Koehler et al.

2007); and (iii) black carbon during flight 12 (Pratt et al.

2010b). Pratt et al. (2009a, 2010a,b) and E10 hypothe-

sized that these may have been the dominant species of

active IN. Qualitatively, the EP predicts that these same

species of IN [(i)–(iii)] governed the heterogeneous ice

nucleation in each flight (1, 3, 4, and 12) (Fig. 3b). No

quantitative validation of the EP’s prediction of IN

composition is possible, however, because IN composi-

tion was never measured directly during ICE-L.

b. Laboratory observations of ice nucleation by dust,
soot, and PBAPs

Figure 4a shows laboratory measurements published

in the literature for surrogate dust material (plotted in

red or orange), in comparison with field observations (in

blue or turquoise). It shows the number of active IN per

unit surface area of dust particles (z) in the range of sizes

that could activate in the CFDC (0.1–1 mm) at the time

of these observations and at humidities below water

saturation. Although a similar plot was displayed by

Ph08, it is extended here by including recent laboratory

data (F06; Möhler et al. 2006, 2008; Koehler et al. 2010,

hereafter K10; D11; N12).

At temperatures colder than about 2408C, z of rela-

tively fresh dust in the laboratory is mostly about two

orders of magnitude higher than average values from

CFDC field observations of natural atmospheric dust

from the background troposphere (INSPECT). This

laboratory data are for surrogate aerosol material (e.g.,

collected from the ground) observed in the AIDA cham-

ber (F06; Möhler et al. 2006) and by Archuleta et al.

(2005). The contrast occurs despite the humidity im-

posed inside the CFDC being slightly higher (Fig. 4b).

Arguably, some of the difference could be due to asso-

ciation of the laboratory data with particles that are

solely dust, while atmospheric values are for dilute con-

ditions for which the dust contribution must be inferred.
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However, z is much higher also for freshly emitted at-

mospheric dust observed with the CFDC, in the Cirrus

Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers–

Florida-Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE)

in July 2002 (DeMott et al. 2003b), relative to INSPECT,

as noted by Ph08. It is conceivable that kinetic limita-

tions of vapor growth of ice to detectable sizes at

temperatures colder than 2408C might have limited

the assessment of IN concentrations during INSPECT.

Richardson et al. (2010) found that kinetic factors

limited detection of the onset relative humidity for

homogeneous freezing for the version of the CFDC

deployed in INSPECT. It is not presently clear if such

measurement issues can explain the entire difference in z

by two orders of magnitude, but it appears unlikely.

At temperatures warmer than about 2358C, there is

uncertainty about the general applicability of this result

about higher nucleating ability of surrogate aerosol ma-

terial than atmospheric aerosols. Some data for surrogate

dust from the ground (K10; D11) in the Sahara and

Canary Islands show z values similar to atmospheric dust

(INSPECT) (Fig. 4a). Fresh atmospheric dust observed

FIG. 4. (a) The ratio z of measured IN number to surface area [No. m22 (dust)] of dust particles with diameters,
1 mm as a function of supersaturation with respect to ice (si) at humidities well below water saturation and (b)

conditions of temperature and si for the same measurements. Field observations of atmospheric aerosol (blue or

turquoise) are compared with laboratory observations of surrogate aerosol material (red or orange). Field obser-

vations are from INSPECT-1 and -2 (Colorado) with the CFDC (DeMott et al. 2003a; Richardson et al. 2007), for the

background troposphere (light blue or turquoise squares), and for freshly emitted dust from the Sahara in CRYSTAL-

FACE with the CFDC (near Florida; DeMott et al. 2003b) (dark blue triangles), and from Kleiner Feldberg in Ger-

many (Klein et al. 2010) (dark blue squares). Laboratory observations are from Archuleta et al. (2005) (filled red

circles) and AIDA (F06;Möhler et al. 2006) for Saharan (SD) and Asian (AD) soil dust from the ground (red triangles

and diamonds, respectively) for first and subsequent expansions (open and filled). Illitewas observed (AIDA) at2658C
before and after coating with soluble material (Möhler et al. 2008) (filled red squares, dark and light, respectively),

suppressing IN activity. CFDCobservations for ice nucleation belowwater saturation by soil dust from the Sahara (e.g.,

SD4) and Canary Islands (CID) are shown (dashed red lines with red crosses, red hatched triangles and circles) (D11;

K10). Temperatures (numbers, 8C) are labeled in (a). The original plot was by Ph08 (their Fig. 1).
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in Germany at 2188C (Klein et al. 2010) has a similar

value of z to INSPECT.

The hypothesis of microphysical and possibly chem-

ical processing of natural atmospheric dust acting to

lower its nucleating activity during long-range transport

(Ph08) is still consistent with our analysis of most labo-

ratory and field-campaign data, at least at the colder

subzero temperatures. Consistent with such a role for

atmospheric processing, when illite particles at 2658C
are coated with soluble material (Möhler et al. 2008),

their value of z is in good agreement with the CFDC

observations of atmospheric aerosol (INSPECT). It was

two orders of magnitude higher without the coating

(Fig. 4). Such impacts from soluble coatings were not

seen for freezing at temperatures warmer than2408C by

Sullivan et al. (2010a), though they may strongly affect

deposition nucleation. Thus, soluble coatings on the soot-

containing (e.g., biomass-burning) or silicate-containing

particles in ICE-L cases would not be expected to have

influenced directly the ice nucleation observed in the

mixed-phasewave clouds near2288Candwater saturation.

This justifies our lack of explicit treatment of such sol-

uble coatings in the EP above.

Comparison of the new version of the EP with some

of this laboratory data, not used in its construction, is

shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for condensation/immersion

freezing by dust and black carbon. The EP is run offline

with humidity prescribed at water saturation, as before.

Similar plots were shown by Ph08, but are reproduced

here with the recent laboratory data. Parameter values

of ASDs for the prediction are as assumed by Ph08

for the background troposphere, except for changes in

Table 1. The ASD parameters include, for dust, black

carbon and PBAPs, geometric mean diameters of 0.8

(3.0), 0.09, and 0.163 (0.466) mm and standard deviation

ratios of 1.9 (1.6), 1.6, and 2.54 (3.96), respectively, for

each first (second) lognormalmode. For dust and PBAPs,

ASDs are bimodal with ratios of total numbers in each

mode of 150:1 and 347:1, respectively. For the compari-

son, soot in the background troposphere is assumed to be

intrinsically hydrophilic because of chemical process-

ing, so J 5 1 (section 2e). Homogeneous freezing is

FIG. 5. Comparison of the frozen fraction of dust predicted by the parameterization with

laboratory results from theAIDA chamber for immersion and condensation freezing fromF06.

The AIDA data are filtered to be close to water saturation (Si .Swi 2 0:15, where Swi is the

saturation ratio with respect to ice at water-saturated conditions). Error lines are displayed for

the scheme’s prediction, based on uncertainties (relative errors) in its parameters, using a sta-

tistical model as clarified by Ph08. Also shown is laboratory data (CFDC) for Saharan soil dust

from D11 and K10, who also observed Canary Island dust. The fit, for ice number (} surface

area) by N12, to AIDA observations of dust from Israeli, Saharan, and Asian deserts is shown.

This fit is applied to the same size distribution assumed for the EP. The original version of the

EP from Ph08 is also plotted (thin dotted line).
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excluded. The EP portrays IN activity of natural atmo-

spheric aerosol while the laboratory observations are of

surrogate aerosol (e.g., land surface collections). For this

reason, and because of differences in mean sizes of ASDs,

exact agreement is not expected.

For mineral dust (Fig. 5), there is good agreement of

the freezing fraction of Saharan soil dust (geometric

mean diameter of 0.4 mm, standard deviation ratio of

1.7) observed in the laboratory by D11 with the pre-

diction at temperatures warmer than 2308C. The

prediction is lower than the observations at colder

temperatures, by an order of magnitude. If the

geometric mean diameter of the EP input (0.8 mm)

were adjusted to match the size of the soil dust (about

0.4 mm), the predicted active fraction would be further

reduced by over half an order of magnitude. Any active

fraction is almost proportional to the average surface

area per particle. Similarly, the active fraction of the

prediction at temperatures colder than 2208C is an or-

der of magnitude lower than in AIDA observations of at

least one other study of samples of surrogate dust from

the ground in the Sahara and Asia (F06). It is seen de-

spite this surrogate dust also having a mean size about

half of that assumed for the EP’s input.

FIG. 6. Fraction of black carbon that is frozen, predicted by the new version of the EP (solid

line) and observed in laboratory studies of surrogate samples of black carbon by D90, D99,

Möhler et al. (2005a; AIDA), K09, and C11 (filled symbols). The D90, D99, AIDA, and C11

observations concern black carbon from combustion of acetylene, lamp black, sparking of

graphite electrodes, and burning propane, respectively. The surrogate black carbon was coated

with sulfate (except for one data point of C11). The K09 observations concern black carbon

with little CCNactivity (termed ‘‘TC1’’ and ‘‘thermal soot’’ byK09; denoted by ‘‘hydrophobic’’

on the plot) from combustion of kerosene and natural gas, and hydrophilic black carbon with

much CCN activity (termed ‘‘thermal oxidized soot’’ by K09; labeled as ‘‘hydrophilic’’ on the

plot) created by immersing such hydrophobic black carbon in acid for a month. Assumed

aerosol parameters for the EP’s prediction are those estimated for the background troposphere

(median black carbon diameter of 90 nm). Ice nucleation fromK09 andD99 displayed here was

at relative humidities (87% and 93% for D99) slightly below those required for homogeneous

aerosol freezing. Also shown are active fractions of a broad size distribution of immersed

submicron black carbon particles [;(10–1000) nm], inferred from fractions of drops frozen

observed by DM98 (see section 2a) (dashed–dotted lines with thickness increasing over drop

diameters of 0.34, 0.39, 0.46, 0.58, 0.69, and 0.80 mm). Errors are displayed for the scheme’s

prediction (parallel thin dashed lines), based on errors in its parameters, as clarified by Ph08.

Also shown are a prediction by the new EP with a larger median size of black carbon (200 nm)

(thicker dotted line) and the original version of the EP from Ph08 assuming this size (thinner

dotted line).
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At temperatures colder than about 2258C, active

fractions of dusts collected from the ground in Israeli,

Saharan, and Asian deserts (same ASD as the EP input)

and observed in the AIDA chamber (N12) are up to two

orders of magnitude higher than the prediction. Yet they

agree well with EP at temperatures warmer than this. At

temperatures colder than 2408C, the active fraction

seen by K10) for Saharan and Canary Island soil dust

(0.2 mm) agrees with the prediction. But the prediction

would become an order of magnitude lower if dust

particles were given the same size as observed in that study

(0.2 mm). These discrepancies are not necessarily a

problem because surrogate dust used in laboratory

studies was shown by Ph08 (their Fig. 1) to have at least

an order of magnitude more active IN per unit surface

area than the natural atmospheric dust represented by

the EP. That observed difference is shown above to be

robust for new extensive laboratory data (Fig. 4a).

The active fraction for black carbon (Fig. 6, solid line)

predicted for the background troposphere is lower by 50%

than predicted previously by Ph08. This is mostly due to

our revised value for the median diameter of black carbon

(90 nm, about half of the previous size) in the background

troposphere, with less surface area per particle.

The EP agrees well with observations at2528 to2558C
of hydrophilic (K09) and hygroscopic (D99; C11) black

carbon with diameters of 200 nm if the prediction uses this

as its assumed median size (Fig. 6, long thick dotted line).

The predicted active fraction then differs from themby less

than about 30%. Similarly, in the real troposphere, black

carbon is usually observed to be internally mixed with

soluble material, as in ICE-L (section 3a). The predicted

active fraction for the standard size (90-nm diameter, thick

solid line) of black carbon is 1) up to about one order of

magnitude less than observed for hydrophilic black carbon

of a similar size (80–90 nm) by D90 and Möhler et al.

(2005a); 2) almost an order of magnitude higher than, or

similar to, that observed for (e.g., hydrophobic) black

carbonwith little CCN activity byK09; and 3)much lower,

by between one and two orders of magnitude, than that

inferred (section 2a) from drop-freezing experiments by

DM98, at about 2208 to 2288C (modal black carbon size

of 100–200 nm). The prediction is consistent with all of the

observations in view of its uncertainty (see Ph08 for error

analysis) and the differences between observations.

The predicted frozen fraction of PBAPs was com-

pared with the same set of observations of bacterial IN

used by Ph08 (e.g. Lindow et al. 1978; Gross et al. 1983;

Hirano et al. 1985). It is intermediate between all of the

observed fractions. The plot by Ph08 for the comparison

is similar to that for the new EP, so is not shown again.

In summary, differences between the prediction for

each IN species and laboratory data are less than, or

comparable to, differences between these observations.

Yet especially at colder temperatures, the prediction is

lower, as expected for natural dust from Fig. 4.

c. Field observations of ice nucleation by PBAPs

Validation of the EP’s treatment of biological ice nu-

cleation is performed for a case of coincident observations

of concentrations of both active PBAP IN and PBAPs

from Colorado. At SPL during the first week of April

2008, a mass concentration of 0.61 mg m23 for PBAPs

with diameters. 0.5 mm is inferred from observations by

Wiedinmyer et al. (2009, hereafter W09) (appendix B).

The ASD of PBAPs is inferred from this observed

mass concentration by assuming values of the mean size

and standard deviation ratios of modes observed by

M95 elsewhere. In the same week at SPL in April 2008,

Bowers et al. (2009) measured an average concentration

of 23 m23 for active PBAP IN (bacteria, fungi, or pollen)

at 2108C. The revised EP is run offline at water satura-

tion using this ASD from observations at SPL. It predicts

30 m23 of active PBAP IN at 2108C, which agrees with

the observations. Bowers et al. (2009) observed that some

of the bacteria in the ambient air belonged to families

known to include ice-nucleating species.

d. Field and laboratory observations of ice nucleation
by soluble organics

The new EP treats the IN activity of soluble organic

aerosols (section 2f). Idealized runs of the EP at water

saturation (section 3b) were performed with a soluble

organic ASD using parameters in Table 1. Empirical

knowledge is scarce for soluble organic IN. Figure 7

compares observed active fractions of soluble organic

IN with those predicted by the EP at water saturation.

There is good agreement of the prediction with field

observations from just below the tropical tropopause in

the Costa RicaAura Validation Experiment (CR-AVE)

during winter 2006 over the Pacific Ocean and South

America by Fr10. Heterogeneous ice nucleation by organ-

ics was inferred by Fr10, as the maximum of Si observed

(1.35) in Cr-AVE precluded homogeneous freezing. Data

for citric acid (Mu10) agrees well with the prediction, by

design (Fig. 7). Ice was seen by Mu10 to be nucleated het-

erogeneously only at temperatures colder than the glass

temperature at ice saturation Tg of 212 K. The threshold

behavior observed by Mu10 is reproduced by the EP by

design.

Laboratory data from Wilson et al. (2012, hereafter

W12) for other soluble organic species are compared

with the prediction in Fig. 7: 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-DL-

mandelic acid (HMMA; Tg 5 237 K), raffinose (Tg 5
241 K), levoglucosan (Tg 5 212 K), and an internal

mixture of raffinose with five dicarboxylic acids and
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ammonium sulfate (‘‘raffinose–M5AS’’; Tg 5 210 K).

The predicted active fraction is intermediate between

these observations for each species.Moreover, the range

of possible temperatures for onset of detectable het-

erogeneous ice nucleation, during supercooling at a hu-

midity just below that for homogeneous aerosol freezing,

is inferred from the published data. Each range for the

onset is plotted on Fig. 7. The predicted onset near

2658C is consistent with that inferred for raffinose/

M5AS and levoglucosan, in view of the experimental

uncertainty. Raffinose–M5AS is supposed to be espe-

cially representative of soluble organics in the tropical

upper troposphere (W12). The predicted onset is about

10–20 K colder than that inferred for HMMA and raf-

finose because of their warmer glass temperatures. For

all species observed by W12, a threshold behavior with

an onset near the glass temperature is seen. This be-

havior is qualitatively similar to that seen for citric acid

and represented by the EP.

By contrast, Wagner et al. (2011) observed (AIDA)

ice nucleation at 2308C by surrogate aerosols that were

internal mixtures of salt (NaCl) with oxalic acid dihy-

drate (OAD). Solid crystalline OAD was supposed

to nucleate the ice. Baustian et al. (2011) and Shilling

et al. (2006) observed ice nucleation by solid crystalline

particles of glutaric and maleic acid, at temperatures as

warm as about 2388 and 2538C, respectively. Such labo-

ratory observations contrast with aircraft observations of

cirrus in the troposphere at similar temperatures (Cziczo

et al. 2004) (section 2f). So, they are not compared here

with the EP. It is unclear whether such crystalline organic

particles are prolific in the real troposphere. This is an area

for future development of the EP.

4. Summary

Modifications to the empirical parameterization (EP)

of ice nucleation have been developed in the present

FIG. 7. Fraction of soluble organic aerosols that nucleated ice, predicted by the parameteri-

zation close to water saturation (solid line) and observed in subvisible cirrus near the tropopause

in the subtropics over the Pacific and Americas from CR-AVE by Fr10 (filled diamond). Data

(open square symbols) fromMu10 for citric acid agrees with the EP by design, as it was used in its

construction. Similarly, for other soluble organic species, laboratory observations at AIDA

(W12) are also shown (various filled symbols). These are 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-DL-mandelic

acid (HMMA), raffinose, levoglucosan, and a more representative internal mixture of raffinose

with five dicarboxylic acids and ammonium sulfate (‘‘raffinose–M5AS’’). Data from W12 were

not used in construction of the EP. For all laboratory observations displayed, the possible range

of the onset temperature for detectable ice nucleation (an active fraction of about 1 3 1024)

during supercooling near water saturation is inferred (various thin lines with bars). The experi-

mental uncertainty was due to the limited numbers of experiments performed at AIDA.
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paper. Baseline surface areas and temperatures for onset

of freezing have been revised. A new group for PBAPs

replaces the previous group of insoluble organic aerosols.

The revised EP is sensitive to black carbon’s properties.

Aged biomass-burning particles, as seen in ICE-L, are

assumed to have the potential to nucleate ice because

they contain black carbon that has a hydrophilic sur-

face, which is not encased by insoluble organic coatings.

Soluble organics become a new fourth group of IN that is

active at temperatures sufficiently cold for glassy states.

Details of how to implement the EP were noted by

Ph08 and Phillips et al. (2009). The present modifica-

tions extend the range of its applicability to include the

coldest temperatures found in the troposphere (e.g.,

21008C) and more extreme conditions of aerosol chem-

istry. An overview of the new scheme is given by Table 3,

showing the aerosol species, ice nucleation mechanisms,

the key equations, and thermal conditions.

The prediction by the revised EP agrees with aircraft

observations from five ICE-L flights of the IN activity

and ice concentrations through wave clouds between

2258 and about 2308C. This is found both for cases in

which dust IN (e.g., E10) and black-carbon IN (section 3)

prevail in overall ice nucleation. An observed trend

between heterogeneous ice and black carbon concen-

trations noted by Twohy et al. (2010) among the five

wave clouds in ICE-L is predicted by the revised EP to

be due to heterogeneous ice nucleation by black carbon.

The error in the prediction relative to ice concentrations

observed in cloud by the 2D-C probe is less than about

50% for all five wave cloud cases from ICE-L. Such er-

rors partly arise from inaccuracies of ASDs used for the

EP’s inputs, in view of the large sampling errors of

A-ATOFMS measurements of single-particle composi-

tion in clear-air constraining them (Table 2).

The overall accuracy of theEP, when applied to ICE-L,

is adequate for correct prediction of the order of mag-

nitude of cloud-ice number concentrations in an atmo-

spheric model. For warm clouds, errors of less than 50%

in droplet concentration would cause a relative error

of less than 10% both in cloud albedo and in the first

indirect effect (see Charlson et al. 1992). In nature,

number concentrations of ice particles vary by orders of

magnitude spatially in cloud systems. For all these rea-

sons, it is sufficient to predict the order of magnitude of

ice number concentrations correctly.

For four ICE-L flights, Pratt et al. (2009a, 2010a,b)

and E10 hypothesized dominant types of active IN in

view of the A-ATOFMSmeasurements of cloud-particle

residues. Qualitatively, the composition of key species

of active IN predicted by the EP includes those species

hypothesized on each flight. A role for biological IN was

predicted in two of the flights. Although Hoose et al.

(2010) predicted an almost negligible fraction (about

1027) of all active IN that are PBAPs globally, their

global model may have greatly underestimated it due to

their treatment of bacterial ice nucleation using observa-

tions of IN activity of only one strain of Pseudomonas sy-

ringae (Ps) (Yankovsky et al. 1981), which was shown

recently (Murray et al. 2012, their Fig. 14) to have an ice-

nucleating efficiency at least 3–4 orders ofmagnitude lower

than seen in most studies for other strains of Ps. To con-

struct the EP, Ph08 used observations of very large sam-

ples of many natural strains of Ps (e.g., Hirano et al. 1985).

A striking result is the EP’s prediction that black car-

bon is a major type of ice nucleus in clouds influenced

by biomass-burning particles. Bingemer et al. (2012) ob-

served the composition of IN sampled from the tropo-

sphere over Germany. Between 1% and 15% of active

IN at 2188C were seen to be apparently pure particles

of black carbon. This soot was likely anthropogenic and

was not emitted by the volcanic eruptions being studied

(Bingemer et al. 2012). Atmospheric cloud-ice residues

were seen by Cozic et al. (2008) to be enriched with

black carbon from biomass burning. Special conditions

of temperature, oxygen availability, and fuel chemistry

during combustion are needed for the black carbon to be

ice nucleating. These conditions, and those during aging,

control the organic coatings and hydrophilic nature of

the black-carbon surface.

TABLE 3. Summary of the new version of EP. Aerosol species and their modes of ice nucleation are listed, with the corresponding

equations. Equations listed as ‘‘unchanged’’ are from the original version by Ph08, although they may include some parameters with new

values given in the present paper (Table 1). Aerosol species are dust–metallic aerosols (X 5 DM), black carbon (X 5 BC), primary

biological aerosol particles (X 5 BIO), and soluble organics (X 5 solO).

Aerosol

species (X) Ice nucleation mechanisms

New equations

(section 2) Unchanged equations Conditions of T

(DM, BC, BIO) Condensation/immersion

freezing and deposition

Eqs. (4), (6),

and (7)

Eqs. (1) and (2); Ph08 [their

Eqs. (1)–(13)]

T , (2108, 2158, 228)C

Contact freezing (inside

out and outside in)

Eq. (5) Ph08 [their Eqs. (15) and (16)] 2378 , T , (248, 210.58, 218)C

solO Condensation/immersion

freezing and deposition

Eqs. (8) and (9) — T , 2658C
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An extremely strong correlation of r2 . 0.99 was ob-

served by Twohy et al. (2010) between number concen-

trations of black carbon (SP2) and heterogeneously

nucleated ice in ICE-L. This is consistent with a possible

causal link between black carbon and ice. The SP2 accu-

rately detects black carbon by measuring 1) absorption

at 1064 nm, where organics generally do not absorb, and

2) incandescence at 4000 K and lack of volatility (organics

do not incandesce). Twohy et al. (2010) observed a high,

though weaker, correlation between concentrations

of biomass-burning particles and ice (r2 . 0.91). In-

ternal mixing of most black carbon with other species in

biomass-burning particles was seen bymass spectrometry

in ICE-L (section 3a). If black carbon nucleatedmuch ice

in ICE-L clouds affected by carbonaceous aerosol, then

this internal mixing would have caused the observed

correlation with biomass-burning particles. If not, not.

It cannot be ruled out that another IN species (e.g.,

mineral dust, organics, inorganic salts), internally mixed

with the black carbon, might have nucleated the observed

ice. That would have caused both observed correlations

(e.g., Stith et al. 2011). Generally, the lack of observation

of apparently pure particles of black carbon among cloud-

ice residues sampled by aircraft from cirrus (e.g., Cziczo

et al. 2004) is explicable in terms of it either nucleating ice

only when internally mixed with the identified biomass-

burning particles or activating at higher humidities than

other IN species. Indeed, the new version of the EP in-

cludes a higher value for black carbon of the humidity

threshold (SXi,0) in subsaturated conditions at cold tem-

peratures of cirrus compared to the other IN species.

Validation of the EP’s treatment of biological ice

nucleation is shown (section 3c) using coincident field

observations of PBAP IN and PBAPs at SPL. Hence,

the EP can be applied to study biosphere–atmosphere

interactions and biological influences on clouds and

precipitation (e.g. Phillips et al. 2009). Field observa-

tions (CR-AVE) of cirrus near the tropopause agree

with predictions by the EP for soluble organic IN. Also,

the latest laboratory data (e.g., K09, K10) compare ad-

equately with the new EP for the other three IN groups.

Its predicted active fraction has a similar order of mag-

nitude to that observed. When the EP input is set to the

size of hydrophilic black carbon studied recently, pre-

dicted and observed active fractions differ by less than

a factor of 2. But for dust, and when size differences are

accounted for, the prediction tends to be lower. This is

expected, since surrogate dust from the ground is seen

to have more active IN per unit surface area than the

natural atmospheric dust treated by the EP at cold

subzero temperatures (section 3b). To explain this, Ph08

hypothesized two types of atmospheric processing of IN

aerosols during long-range transport:

d themore active IN are removed by ice nucleation from

the aerosol population (microphysical processing),

and
d coatings of (e.g., soluble) material on IN particles may

modify their IN activity (chemical processing).

The present paper shows the apparent contrast in ice

nucleation between surrogate and natural atmospheric

aerosol is more pronounced at temperatures colder than

about 2358C. This contrast is robust for many labora-

tory studies, though the atmospheric observations are

few. When the same sample of soil dust is studied by the

CFDC and AIDA chamber at similar conditions of hu-

midity and temperature, the same IN concentration is

observed (D11; Kanji et al. 2011) (e.g., compare obser-

vations of SD2 byK10 and F06 on Fig. 4). However, such

comparisons between different measurement methods

seem to have only been performed so far at tempera-

tures warmer than about 2408C. The possibility of bia-

ses affecting field probes at colder temperatures cannot

be completely ruled out.

There are two possible reasons for this apparent dif-

ference being greater at temperatures colder than2358C.
First, the atmospheric IN aerosols that activate at colder

temperatures have fewer active sites per particle, so may

be smaller and, hence, older when sampled. Thus, they

may have had a longer history of atmospheric processing.

Second, ice nucleation at temperatures warmer than

about2358C is seen to occur preferentially at humidities

close to water saturation. In such conditions, IN activa-

tion by freezing is estimated to have little dependence

on soluble coatings, owing to dilution of solute (Ph08; see

also Fig. 4b) (Sullivan et al. 2010a). At colder tempera-

tures, nucleation of ice by depositionmode is inhibited by

soluble coatings (e.g., Cziczo et al. 2009; Eastwood et al.

2009; Möhler et al. 2008; Sullivan et al. 2010a,b).

There is some uncertainty in field observations of at-

mospheric IN. For observations used to develop the EP,

the CFDC did not sample aerosol particles.1.5–2.5 mm

in diameter. From stochastic effects, there is a brief

uncertain time delay between imposing constant con-

ditions of temperature–humidity and the instant of ac-

tivation of IN (Anderson andHallett 1976; Kulkarni and

Dobbie 2010) (section 1), followed by a known delay

between activation and growth of ice to detectable sizes.

The total delay might conceivably in some conditions

(i.e., colder temperatures) cause undercounting of active

IN by the CFDC. Yet Field et al. (2012) find good

agreement between observed (CFDC) and modeled IN

concentrations in mixed-phase wave clouds of ICE-L at

temperatures colder than2248C. It is consistent with the
accuracy and residence time of the CFDC being ade-

quate here.
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Field probes counting IN have limited accuracy at the

warmest subzero temperatures, where active IN are

scarce. This, together with their lack of direct resolution

of the activity of individual species of IN, has necessitated

application of approximate thresholds for the onsets of

freezing during supercooling. Such thresholds are artifi-

cial and do not have universally constant values. Their

application for the EP effectively involves approximating

the conditions in natural clouds by those for their mea-

surement in the laboratory. In reality, observed thresh-

olds vary with experimental conditions such as the time

scale of measurement, the minimum active fraction for

detection, and aerosol size (e.g., Kanji and Abbatt 2006).

In the future, it may be discovered that certain types of

aerosol are active as IN at temperatures warmer than the

present estimates of onset thresholds, where their active

fractions are currently not measurable. Yet any IN ac-

tivity that is now scarcely detectablemight be expected to

have little impact on cloud-microphysical processes.

Inevitably, accuracy is limited also for the species-

specific shifts of temperature applied here to modify the

treatment of contact freezing, again because of the cur-

rent paucity of available laboratory observations. Note

that treatment of contact freezing in an atmospheric

model cannot be done merely by using Eq. (3) for con-

centrations of active contact IN alone. It requires also the

prediction of rates of their collection by thermophoresis,

diffusiophoresis, and Brownian diffusion onto super-

cooled cloud droplets, as explained by Ph08. This in

turn necessitates prediction of the in-cloud supersatu-

ration and properties of cloud liquid.

Regarding implementation of the revised EP in at-

mospheric models, most atmospheric models do not yet

treat PBAPs explicitly. Sources of organics are diverse,

so the PBAP concentration may not be simply related to

the total insoluble organic concentration. If any Xth

group of aerosol is neither predicted by the atmospheric

model nor observed, as often happens for PBAPs, then it

is recommended that VX be replaced by the constant

value ofVX,1,*. Another challenge when applying the EP

is that, for IN activity of black carbon, a few parameters

are still uncertain (e.g., Ps, FOC, . . .), determining J.

These need not be specified, however, if it is assumed

that J 5 1 for ice-nucleating biomass-burning plumes

and J 5 0 for freshly emitted urban fossil-fuel combus-

tion. One then selects which of the two extremes is most

applicable for a given simulation.

Our replacement of the insoluble organic group by

a new PBAP group should not be taken as implying that

nonbiological insoluble organics cannot nucleate ice.

Some observations suggest that they can (e.g., Schnell

and Vali 1972; Knopf et al. 2010; Conen et al. 2011).

Their activity is not yet empirically quantified in a

comprehensive way. If future laboratory observations

confirm and quantify any ice-nucleating ability of non-

biological insoluble organics, then another new group to

treat them specifically might conceivably be created in

future versions of our scheme.

Indeed, new species of IN are still being discovered

(e.g., Mu10). Not all types of IN in the troposphere are

likely known and empirically quantified. More research

is needed to confirm that, among biomass-burning plumes

worldwide, black carbon is an IN species. Laboratory

data about black carbon’s ice nucleation at warm tem-

peratures (.2308C) and about soluble organic IN are

scarce. The relation betweenPs, FOC, and black carbon’s

IN activity needs to be observed, especially at warm

temperatures and for realistic types of aged soot. In

future, by coupling chemistry and aerosol compo-

nents with the EP in an atmospheric model, it may

become possible to predict the surface polarity Ps and

organic coverage FOC of black carbon and its mixing

states for various sources and aerosol ages. There has

been progress in simulating soot’s chemistry (e.g.,

Riemer et al. 2010; Zaveri et al. 2010). This might

reveal how IN activity of carbonaceous plumes evolves

during transport. For instance, an important and open

question in climate change is whether black carbon in

fossil-fuel pollution can become IN-active after aging

during long-range transport around the globe. Our ap-

proach provides a framework for addressing it.

Equally, there is a need for continued acquisition of

coincident field observations of IN activity, aerosol com-

position, and ASDs from the troposphere, especially at

both onset and low temperature conditions. Future field

campaigns similar to ICE-L, perhaps with aircraft ob-

servations of more wave clouds in the upper half of the

mixed-phase region, will advance the modeling of hetero-

geneous ice nucleation. There is a need for size-resolved

chemical composition of active IN and aerosols in ambient

air to be observed in future campaigns, preferably with a

mass spectrometer coupled to the field probe for measur-

ing IN. This will allow better acuity of validation of ice

nucleation schemes. (The code of theEP is freely available

from the first author on request.)
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APPENDIX A

List of Symbols

TABLE A1. Symbols used in this paper, along with their descriptions and units.

Notation Description Units

BC Inorganic black carbon

BIO PBAP (organic) material (includes non-C elements)

DX Actual equivalent spherical diameter of aerosol in group X m

Dg,X Geometric mean of DX in group X m

DM Dust and metallic aerosols

fc Contribution from CFDC data to HX

FOC Fraction of surface area of black carbon particle coated by non-PBAP insoluble organic

material

FOC,0 Low threshold of FOC for ice nucleation by black carbon

FOC,1 High threshold of FOC for ice nucleation by black carbon

gglass Fraction of soluble organic (by number) that can be glassy

gX,0.1/1 The number of particles in group X, relative to all aerosol particles, at dry diameters

between 0.1 and 1 mm

HX Fraction reducing IN activity at low Si, warm T [introduced by Ph08, their Eqs. (11) and (12)]

nIN,1,*
Number mixing ratio (m.r.) of active IN aerosols (0.1–1 mm in dry diameter) in reference

activity spectrum for water saturation in background-troposphere scenario

No. kg21

nIN,X Contribution to nIN from aerosol group X No. kg21

nX Number m.r. of particles in aerosol group X (not depleted by ice nucleation while inside cloud) No. kg21

nIN,solO,@ Number m.r. of active IN in soluble organic group in AIDA experiment (Mu10) No. kg21

Ns Number of insoluble particles immersed in a drop

P Probability that a drop freezes

Ps Polarity of BC surface (measure of its hydrophilicity) No. H2O monolayers

Ps,0 Low threshold of Ps for ice nucleation by black carbon No. H2O monolayer

Ps,1 High threshold of Ps for ice nucleation by black carbon No. H2O monolayer

si Supersaturation of vapor with respect to ice [si 5 100 (Si 2 1)] %

sw Supersaturation of vapor with respect to water %

solO Soluble organics

Si Saturation ratio of vapor with respect to ice

SXi,0 Threshold of Si in HX for group X

Swi Value of Si at exact water saturation

DSXi Range in Si for transition of HX (replaces DSi in expression for HX from Ph08)

T Physical temperature of ambient air 8C
TX,1 Colder threshold of T for onset of freezing (replaces 258C in original expression

for j from Ph08)

8C

TX,2 Warmer threshold of T for onset of freezing (replaces 228C in original expression

for j from Ph08)

8C

TX
0 Threshold of temperature in HX for group X 8C

DTX Range of temperatures for onset of ice nucleation at humidities well below water

saturation (replaces DT in expression for HX from Ph08)

8C

DTCIN,X Difference in freezing temperature between surface and bulk-water modes of any IN

particle in group X (replaces DTCIN of Ph08)

8C

DTonset,X Difference in temperature of onset of freezing between surface and bulk-water modes

by aerosol group X

8C

X Label for insoluble aerosol group (DM, BC, BIO, solO)

aX Fraction of nIN,1,*
from IN activity of group X

~aBC Value of aBC for optimal black carbon (J 5 1)

g Factor boosting IN concentration due to bulk-liquid modes 2
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APPENDIX B

Estimate of Baseline Surface Area of PBAPs
from Field Observations

The EP is based on an assumption of approximate

proportionality between active IN concentrations and

the surface area of aerosols in each group. This requires

an estimate of the baseline value of surface area mixing

ratio for each group from the field campaign, INSPECT,

where IN and aerosol conditions were observed.

Since PBAPs were not measured directly during

INSPECT itself, their baseline surface area is estimated

from more recent field data as follows. During the first

week of April 2008, PBAP concentrations were observed

at the same location (SPL, Mt. Werner, Colorado) as

the original field campaigns (INSPECT-1 and -2, SPL,

November 2001 and April 2004) constraining the EP. In

that week of 2008, PBAPs larger than 0.5 mm in diameter

constituted about 77% (0.61 mg m23) of the total mass of

particulate organic carbon particles, 10 mm in diameter

(POC10 5 0.79 mg m23) (W09). An effective mean di-

ameter of 1.26 mm is assumed for the PBAPS . 0.5 mm

sampled at SPL, in viewof observations ofASDsof PBAPs

elsewhere (M95).

During INSPECT-1 and -2 a few years earlier, the

total organicmass of aerosols smaller than 2.5 mm(‘‘OC2’’)

in diameter was observed (IMPROVE, Mt. Zirkel) to

be about 0.44 mg m23 on average, which compares with

0.69 mg m23 for the first week of April 2008. Parsimo-

niously, it may be assumed that PBAPs with diameters

larger than 0.5 mm have a mass concentration that has

the same ratio with respect to OC2 during INSPECT

as in April 2008 (SPL); in reality, this ratio varies with

the seasonal cycles of emissions of PBAPs and of pol-

lution. That assumption implies that PBAPs larger than

0.5 mm during INSPECT had an average content of

0.39 mg m23.

The bimodal ASD of PBAPs observed byM95 at such

sizes was rescaled to fit this mass concentration esti-

mated for INSPECT, 0.39 mg m23, at diameters greater

than 0.5 mm.An average surface area ofVBIO,1,*
5 8.93

1027 m2 kg21 is obtained for INSPECT-1 and -2. A bulk

density of PBAPs of 1000 kg m23 (M00) is assumed. This

is an estimate for the same location and mostly a similar

month as the CFDC measurements (INSPECT) con-

straining the EP, albeit from a different year. There is

uncertainty noted by W09 about the mass fraction and

ASD parameters assumed, which were not measured and

must vary especially over altitude.

APPENDIX C

Observations of Factors Controlling the
Ice-Nucleating Ability of Soot

Observations suggest that at least three crucial factors

control the ice-nucleating ability of black carbon. They

are hydrophilic chemical groups bonded to its surface,

coatings by organic material, and the morphology of

black carbon. The following discussion of the literature

TABLE A1. (Continued)

Notation Description Units

dba(y, y1, y2) Cubic interpolation function equal to a at y # y1 and to b for y $ y2, being interpolated

in between, as defined by Ph08

z Ratio of number of active IN to dust surface area No. m22 (dust)

k Hygroscopicity parameter

m* Average number of IN activated per drop

mX Average number of ice embryos per aerosol particle

j(T) Fraction that is 0 for T . TX,2 (8C) and 1 for T , TX,1 (8C), being d01(T,TX,1,TX,2) for

TX,1 , T , TX,2 (8C)
J Fraction defining black carbon’s propensity for ice nucleation

u Integer number of active IN per drop

rX Bulk density of aerosols kg m23

r@ Air density in AIDA chamber at 200 K (Mu10) kg m23

sX Standard deviation ratio of aerosols in group X

ue Equivalent potential temperature K

VX ‘‘Ideal’’ total surface area of all aerosols . 0.1 mm m2 (aerosol) kg (air)21

In diameter from group X (not depleted by ice nucleation while inside cloud)

VX,int Interstitial component of VX m2 (aerosol) kg (air)21

VX,1,*
Component of VX in background-troposphere scenario (INSPECT) for aerosol

diameters between 0.1 and 1 mm in group X

m2 (aerosol) kg (air)21

VsolO,@ Component of VX in AIDA experiment (Mu10) for aerosol diameters . 0.1 mm

in group X 5 solO

m2 (aerosol) kg (air)21
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about these three factors has informed our modification

to the EP (section 2e).

a. Role of hydrophilic surface with polarity

K09 observed that when the black-carbon surface is

‘‘intrinsically hydrophilic’’ it has a greater ice-nucleating

ability. The surface can be intrinsically hydrophilic

by having intermediate polarity and sufficient num-

bers of oxygen-containing functional groups attached.

Such functional groups are assumed to provide active

sites for ice nucleation. Black carbon with an intrin-

sically hydrophobic surface was seen not to nucleate ice

significantly.

Generally for IN, oxygen-containing functional groups

can promote hydrogen bonding with water molecules

and ice nucleation (Edwards and Evans 1971). They

favor formation of an icelike molecular lattice of water

on the IN material. This notion was corroborated for

organic IN at extremely cold temperatures by Schill and

Tolbert (2012). A higher O:C ratio was seen to promote

ice nucleation.

Surface polarity of black carbon Ps may be defined

as the number of water monolayers adsorbed onto

it when exposed to the vapor at 50% relative humidity

(Popovicheva et al. 2008a,b) after all soluble mate-

rial has been washed away. Immersing hydrophobic

‘‘thermal soot,’’ which did not initially nucleate much

ice, in concentrated sulphuric acid for a month in-

creased Ps. It became ‘‘thermal oxidized soot’’ that did

nucleate ice at temperatures below 2408C (K09). By

contrast, soluble coatings conferred only hygroscop-

icity and CCN activity without directly boosting IN

activity; they could even interfere with it by leading to

the onset of homogeneous freezing at expected con-

ditions for water dissolved in the coatings. Such hy-

groscopicity from soluble coatings is distinct from the

intrinsic hydrophilicity of the black-carbon surface

measured by Ps.

Petters et al. (2009a) observed a positive correlation

between IN activity and average hygroscopicity of all

particles in any biomass-burning plume. Field observa-

tions reveal thicker soluble (volatile) coatings and a

greater hygroscopicity k of soot-containing particles

in biomass-burning plumes compared to those in fresh

urban fossil-fuel pollution (Schwarz et al. 2008). If gas-

particle partitioning and/or heterogeneous reactions, which

generate soluble coatings on black carbon, also create

oxygen-containing active sites on its surface, then this

would boost both Ps and IN activity (freezing) of black

carbon from biomass burning. Such reactions may stem

from sulphuric acid coatings or aqueous-phase chemis-

try, and some may involve ozone and OH. They may

occur near the combustion or slowly during long-range

transport (e.g., Pagels et al. 2009; Moffet and Prather

2009; Riemer et al. 2010).

b. Role of organic coatings

Fresh black carbon from fossil-fuel combustion,

coated with organic material, was studied in the AIDA

chamber (Möhler et al. 2005b; C11). C11 observed that

soot-containing particles with 5% organic content were

efficient IN at about 2458C, activating at humidities

below the threshold for homogeneous aerosol freezing.

But they nucleated ice only at humidities far above this

threshold when organic contents were 30% or 70%. So,

their organic coatings had little solubility. Time delays

between scattering and incandescence in the SP2 implied

thick coatings encasing the black carbon for the 30%

and 70% contents. Möhler et al. (2005b) observed a

similar contrast for 16% and 40% organic contents at

207 K, with IN activity only for the former. C11 suggest

that organic contents exceeding 10%–20% switch the

nucleation mode from deposition to freezing, which re-

quires higher humidities.

Similarly, at warmer temperatures (near 2308C) the
IN activity and average organic content of fresh biomass-

burning plumes are strongly anticorrelated (Petters et al.

2009a). Knopf et al. (2010) did not observe inhibition of

IN activity by organic coatings among carbonaceous par-

ticles that were apparently anthropogenic and were sam-

pled from Mexico City. Yet it is unclear whether the

coatings were insoluble. Hence, for warm subzero tem-

peratures (above 2408C), we hypothesize that any insol-

uble organic coatings smothering the black carbon will

inhibit heterogeneous freezing. This inhibition of ice nu-

cleation must be governed by FOC, the fractional coverage

of black-carbon surface by insoluble organics. [The hy-

pothesized impact of organic coatings is specific to black

carbon, as inclusions of organic material in organic-

dominated biomass-burning particles were inferred to

trigger ice nucleation in another study (Stith et al. 2011).]

In African plumes from burning of savannah, con-

trasting types of carbonaceous particle were observed

(Pósfai et al. 2003): 1) organics, 2) tar balls (organic-

like), and 3) black carbon. The particles would become

coated with sulfate and volatile organics by cocondensa-

tion during transport. But the black carbon would only

become internally mixed with insoluble organics by ag-

glomeration, forming loose aggregates. This suggests

FOC ’ 0 for black carbon from biomass burning, despite

the greater mass of refractory and insoluble organics

(Mayol-Bracero et al. 2002; Clarke et al. 2007) in the plume.

Early coatings of insoluble organics near the com-

bustion source may be critical for FOC. For contact with

the black carbon, they must be deposited before the

(secondary) soluble material. Fresh urban pollution
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from fossil-fuel combustion contains organic material

that is mostly insoluble, has low polarity, and is poorly

oxygenated (Weber et al. 2007), from a low air–fuel

ratio. The opposite is true for fresh biomass-burning

plumes (Mayol-Bracero et al. 2002; Reid et al. 2005). In

Mexico City, most organic material (79%) from fossil-

fuel combustion was insoluble, whereas most was solu-

ble from biomass burning (Aiken et al. 2010). Soluble

organics in fossil-fuel pollution are mostly only acquired

later by secondary processes. This all suggests FOC ’ 1

for freshly emitted fossil-fuel pollution.

In reality, ice nucleation can sometimes be modified

by soluble organics for certain carbonaceous particles

(e.g., Petters et al. 2009a). Laboratory data to quantify

this effect are scarce, however.

c. Role of black carbon morphology and
crystallographic structure

Soot–sulfate particles from biomass burningmay have

more ordered microstructures of carbon atoms than

from fossil-fuel combustion (Pósfai et al. 1999, 2003).

Combustion temperature controls such order (Li et al.

2011). Yet the effect for soot’s ice nucleation is uncertain.
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